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INTRODUCTION

The study of children's literature is developing.at a steady pace. In
contrast with the period 1960-1965, when only 23 studies related to
children's literature were identified in Dissertation Abstracts Interna-
tional, there are at least 31 dissertations on that topic dated 1971.
The increased interest in studying literature for children has par-
alleled a strong growth rate in the number of children's books
published each year in the United States and throughout the,world.

Studies included in this bibliography were completed or reported
within the time period 1960-1974. The range of topics suggests the
influence. of a number of factors. Studies of the content of children's
books indicate concern with racial and ethnic characterization, with
the value structure presented in literature, and with analysis of the
literary quality of children's books. In addition to an interest in the
content of literature, researchers have been dncerned With the
influence of literature upon readers. Included here are studies of at-
titude toward literature, attitude change as a result of reading,' and
the influence of literature on the self concept of the reader. Many
studies of the reading interests of chirdren and adolescents have
been reported. Studies of response to literatures that look at a
reader's interaction with a piece of literature, increase in number
each year. Some researchers have looked at the effects of planned
literature experiences in the classroom, the influence of curriculum
planning, and the effects of teacher preparation upon longterm inde-
pendent reading habits of children and adolescents. However, few
studies so far have focuSed on this complex area of concern.

The bibliography is made up of 332 entries which include, un-
published doctoral dissertations and master's theses, and pub-
lished accounts of studies pertaining to literature for children and
adolescents, with the emphasis on literature for children. The bib-
liography does not include studies In which children's books are
used as a tool rather than as the focal point of the study, nor does it
include most studies in which all subjects were in grade ten or
above, literary biographies,spr criticism of authors. The i.s

as comprehensive as was possible, though some studies'may .havA:t
been omitted because the descriptors used for library search failed
to identify them. No attempt has been node to critique the studies or
to compile a bibliography based on a set of evaluative criteria. It was
thought, rather, that such analysis should be left to the judgment of a
reader after studying the primarysource.
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Since many of the doctoral studies are not accessible in published
form, a brief resume of each dissertation has been included in this
listing. Insofar as possible, the resumes Kaye been stated in the re-
searchers' terms so that there will be ariaccurate reporting of the
data. For a fuller account of the study,. hoWever, the `reader will want
to consult the abstract in Dissertation Abstracts International or
send for a copy of the study. The University Microfilm Order Number,
necessary for obtaining a copy of the study. is Qiven for each of the
dissertations. Copies of the dissertations are available from Xerox
University Mic:rofilms, 300 N.,Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
at a cost of $7.50 for microform and $15.00 for xerograph (if ordered
in the U.S.) on a prepaid basis:

It will be noted that the bibliography is organized into three sec-
tions. The first section contains abstracts ofdissertations completed
from 1960-1974 and several studies reported in ERIC. The second
section contains a bibliography of research published in journals
from 1965-1974. The third section contains a bibliography of the
following types of materials: book and monograph report of re-
search in children's literature. ERIC Documents not included in Part
1, bibliographies of research in children's literature, doctoral studies
not directly related tortiterature for children but of interest to educa-
tors and researcherand unpublished library school master's
theses reported in Library Literature. Research papers done at the
master's level, which are not dissertations, have not been included in
this bibliography: however, many such papers are available from in-.
stitutions whibh grant graduate degrees in librarianship and educa-

, non with an emphasis on literature. Some, though not all, of those
papers are indexed in Library Literature. Odorder to direct th6 user Of
this bibliography to the fullest account of the study, references to

'doctoral research nave been largely confined to the Dis'sertation
Abstrbcts International listing, although, in a few cases..a journal
article has been cited as well. Published'research, primarily journal
articles, comprises nearly half of thig 61bliography. Because the ma-
jority of.the journals are readily accessible, journal articles have not
been annotated. -^ .

All of the articles as well as the dissertations in this listing have
been indexed to provide Maximum help to readers. Indexing was
done using these categories: general subject of the research,
characteristics of the sample, instruments used for evaluation; and
type of study. Vie majority of the studies are experimental studies
and content analyses; however, there are also a number of surveys,
comparative studies, and liteery analyses'.The index is seen as an
essential part of the bibliography because it represents an attempt to
identify common elements of a large number of studies dealing with
literature for children and adolescents.

The compilers of the bibliography want to. acknowledge the
contributions made by the chairpersons.and %members of the IRA
Committee on Library Resources and Reading Development, for the
project was initiated and carried out as a charge to that committee.
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We especially thank Ruth Kearney Carlson and Sara Innis Fenwick,
chairpersons of the committee during the working period, for their
encouragement and assistance. Thanks are alto due Rosemary
Weber, Helen Huus, Miriam Peterson, and Sara Fenwick, subcom-
mittee members .who helped to plan the indexing of the bib-

-. hography. We are grateful to Patricia Coiling, Xerox University
Microfilms editor, for granting permission for us to quote from
dissertation abstracts to which the company,holds the copyright.

We have found thisearch for information about children's read-
ing interests, reading material, and response to literature an interest-
ing venture. A perusal of the index will indicate that there is a dearth
of .information about some rather crucial areas and a considerable
amount of information about other facets of the discipline. It is to be
hoped that future researchers will add to the store of knowledge

__about topics.that emerge as important t6 contemporary society and
td the educationiof humanists.

DIANNE L. MONSON
BETTE J. PELTOLA



art 1

DISSERTATIONS AI ND ERIC DOCUMENTS

This section provides resumes of doctoral dissertations and other unpublished
'Stpdies dealing with literatkre.f r children and the early adolescent'years.

..Cbmpiled for use by.scholars a d researchers, the section includes a summary
of each study with informatio about subjects. instrumentation, findings, anti
type of study Those character stics of the studies have been indexed to Pal 4 so
that related research may e identifted The materials summarized here are
available as ERIC Docume s or from4(erox Univerity Microfilms The ERIC.num-
bers and University Micr filth order numbers are included after each entry.

'Copies of the dissertations are available from Xerox University Microfilms, Ann
Arbor. Michigan at a cott of $7 50 for microform and $15.00 for xerograph (if
ordered in the U S ) on a prepaid basis. The University Microfilm order number
rs necessary for obtaining a copy of the study Microfiche of the ERIC Documents
are available in most university libraries Information and prices on ERIC Docu-
ments are availatpte from ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190,
Arlington. VII: ""ia 22210

1 Agr e, Rose Hyla. **The Black American in Children's- Books A Critical
AnalysiS of the Portrayal of the Afro-American as Delineated tnthe
Sontents of a Select Group of Children's Trade Books Published in
America from 1950 to 1970 New York Unrversity, 1973. Universjty
Microfilm No 73-30.045 246 pp.

An attitude questionnaire sent to a stratified sample of persons using
children's boobs was applied to a highly select sample of children's fiction
books in which at least one major character was black. The books were
published in America between 1950 and 1970 and were intended for
children aged 5 to 12. The study concluded that most of the books in the
sample would fail to enlighten either the black or- whitethild as to-causes
and background of the racial situation in the United States. Earlier deroga-
tory stereotypes of the black American appear to have been replaced by
middle class black characters lacking in significant ethnic authenticity.
The boo4.also.failvf to depict the variety of personal and socioeconomic
life styles of black Americans:

2. Appleberry, Mary Heston. "A Study of the Effect of Bibliotherapy on Third
Grade Children Using a Master List otTitles from Children's Literature."
University of Houston, 1969. University Microfilm No. 69-21,746. 176

The 270 heterogeneously grouped third grade children studied were
pretested and pgsttested with different forms of the California Test of Per-



sonality The experimental class ss read
Hotherapeutic value ,The control asses
Mose selected forbibliotherapy Each chi
the end of nine weeks Andicated the best

ooks selected for their bib-
ad any library books except

kept a list of books read and at
ook he had read, the book that

had helped him solve St personal problerr , and the one he would recom-
mend to a friend who had.a problem In nine of the twelve subtests of the
California Jest of Personality analyzed, the experimental group scores
were significantly higher than those of the control group. It was concluded
thatbibliotherapy is possible and helpful in a normal classroom

3 Ash, Brian. The Construction of an Instrument to Measure 'Some Aspects
of Literary Judgment and Its Use as a Tool to Investigate Student
Responses to Liter,ature Syracuse University, 1969. University
mjcrofom No 70- 10.313. 145 pp

E:eventh grade students in three Montreal, Quebec, high schools were
given a test of literary judgment to investigate`somdaspects of student dis-
crimination and response to literature Each of two forms of the test, silent
reading and listening. were administered to two groups Of students. When
the silent readin rm was given first and the listening form second, a .05
level of signific e was found favoring silent reading Representative
samples of high. middle and low scorers were then interviewed and asked
to rationalize their choices of answers to Part 1 of the test When responses
were analyzed the chiegones of response identified were guess, misread-
ing unsupported- judgment suppgrted judgment, poetic preconceptions,
solated elements naqationaltechnical, irrelevant associatiormterpreta-

non and self-involvement -

4 Ashley, Helen Catherine. "A Study of the Relationships of Several
MeasuresiOf Intermtive Skills in Literature and Achfievementin Read-
ing State University of New York at Buffalo. 1972. Uniyersity ricrofilm
No 72,-23.847

SeleCted fourth and fifth grade children, most of thlern of average or above
average inttlligence were given the following tests:. A Look at Literature
the Cooperative Test of Critical Reading and Appreciation, The
Gates -Mace nitieTleading Tests: Forms 1 M and 2M, a teacher rating of in-
terpretive response scale. a teacher rating scale of reading achievement; a
self-rating scaiekof interpretive responselo- literature and a self-rating
scple of -read nth achievement The Campbell and Fish 111!Ilititrait-Multi-
method Matrix was used to determine thdnvergent- discriminant ability
of the NCTE test The 48 correlation met the criterion of convergent validity
moderately but did not meet the criterion of discriminant validity. There was
a significant correlation ( 05) between scores on the NCTE test and the
Gates- MacGinitie Reading Tests (vocabulary and comprehension scores).
It was concluded that the NCTE test did measure well enough to provide
some inforthation about appreciation of literature.

5 .Backous, Howard T. "A Study of Elerrientary Children's Interpretation of
Literature under \,arioLis Patterns of Presentation." University of Iowa,
1966 University Microfilm No 67-2590. 146 pp. .*
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A group of 1 519 sixth grade pupils was divided into three subgroups
equivalent la number and socioeconomic make-up Each subgroup was
divided.into groups of high average and low achievement Different types'
of stones with a difficulty range from one grade level above to one grade
ievei below the reading and interest levels of sixth-grade pupils were
presented to all three subgroup-S. but a different time pattern of presenta-
ton was used for each The time patterns were four periods of five minutes
each two periods bf ten minutes each. anci one period of twenty minutes.
The result's show that the direction df the significant differences in the mean
score performances within th.e different time periods was inconsistent.
Therefore one time pattern cannot be declared superior to another

6 Bally, Gertrude Marie. The Use of a Library Resource Program for the
Improvement of Language Abilities of Disadvantaged First Grade
Pupils of an Urban Community BOTISn University. 1969 University
Mic,rofilm No 70-3369 225 Pp

Twenty-five childreri in an experimental group and twenty-five children In a
:_,ntroi group were selected randomly from one school in a low income

,irb,an area A second control group was made up of twenty-five children
+rom 3 more prosperous residential area of the same city The experimental
group Participated in al brary resource program using children's books
and story-telling devices for twelve weeks, one hour a day. The Pintner-
Cunningham Primary Abdity Test was used to determine the mental ages of
the chi friren The entire battery,,of tie Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilittes was administered individually' before and after the experimental
period The disadvahtaged children in the library resource program
;ncreased. signif,cantly their total language ability, making particular gains
in expressing ideas On the test of ability to understand spoken words, the
2on-disadvntaged group showed a 'gain significantly greater than the
other two groups

7 Baker, Isabel Keith. "A Study of Reading -Interests!of Fourth Grade
Children in pi fferent Socioeconomic Groups.' Oklahoma State.
University 1972' University Microfilm No. 73-15,048, 58 pp.

A total of 354 fourth grade students in six schools, assigned to one of three
socioeconomic groUps based on the occupation of the father, were
administered a reading inventory (Spache and Taylor). Data were analyzed
to determine the influence of sex. age, and socioeconomic status on
interest attitudes. and habits of reading Only the scores of children in'the
lower socioeconomic group (fatners were unskilled and semiskilled
workers) showed that achieveme-nt correlatQd significantly with reading
interests, attitudes. and habits. Students in the high socioeconomic group
snowed a more positive attitude toward reading than those in the lower
grow) Girls .showed stronger interest in reading than did boys.

8 Barchas, Sarah Elizabeth. "Expressed Reading Interests of Children of
Differing Ethnic Groups University of Arizona, 1971. University
Microfilm No 71-29,505 220 pp.
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A total of 219 fifth grade Anglo. Negro, American- Indian, and Mexican-
American children were tested 6rally in small groups using the Multi-Ethnic
Annotated Titles Inventory (MATT). an inte t inventory of original annotated
titles An individual interview of seven o ed questions was also
conducted with each child IQ most gene ading interests. the four'
ethnic groups were more alike, than different II groups expressed high
interest in- mystery-adventure. animal stone humor, and languages.
Where the reading content provided minor group ethnic identification,
the four ethnic groups were more different than alike in expressed interests.
Minority group children expressed a. high degree of interest in titles and
topics relating to their Own ethnic group and immediate environment and,a
low degree of interest in titles related to other minority groups Majority
group children appeared to have interest in titles relating to Indian and
Mexican,cultures but slightly higher interest in black culture 'Sex groups
shared many common interests. although certain topics (sports, science)
were of high interest to boys and of loW interest to girls

9 Bard, George Ingersoll. "Library Books for CVdren. An Analysis Using
Specific Sbcial Studies Thernes.in the Curriculum Indiana University,
1970 University Microfilm No 71-6824

A random sample of twelve Newbery Medal and Honor Books, 1960-1970,
was analyzed using a torm'of the Semantic Differential to rate the books in
terms of the extent to.whicn they dealt with natural conservation, human
conservation interdependence. domestic cultural heritage, forelOgn cultural
heritage. communication, physical environment, social environment,
change commerce organization and democratic. government, and self-
realization Books were analyzed by the author and by a jury of three ele-
mentary grade teachers Results indicated that the sample of books did
illustrate the selected social studies themes The author and jury agreed
that the instrument used w adequateto test the social studies theme al-
though it did not test all p ssible themes contained in.the books

10 Barrick, Jean Anne: "The Authority of Childhood Three Components of.the
Childlike Spirit in Poems by Robert Louis Stevenson, 'Kate Greenaway,
and Christina- , Rossetti Columbia University, 1971, University.
Microfilm No 72-1218 249 pp

The study investigated three aspects of childhood's animating spirit
\ wonder play. and construction reconstructionas they appear in 281,

4 )poems by Stevenson. Greenaway, and Rossetti. poems that emerge as
strongest by standards used in this study are of three major types: 1) thape

whicn a single childlike quality is extracted from a complex life-
experience and refined so the reader recognizes its solitary features but
still feels its symbolic contextual wholeness; 2) those in which two or more
childlike qualities a.rlinterrelated or.synthesized; awn) those iniWhich
several lines of an otherwise mundane-verse resurrect the whole with, their

dr metaphoric aptnesAbeauty. If the poets were to be ranked for contempo-
rary relevance, and- overall excellence of produCt, Rossetti would be
considered best, followed by Stevenson and then Greenaway. It was con-
cluded that resurgent qualiQes of childlik.ene'ss may be an important factor

Jl O.
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in explaining the longeiorty of the-pbems studied and that a valuation of
wonder. play., and coostruction.reconstructioncould.give clues to sustain-
ing fruitful communication between youth their elders

Bauer, Caroline Feller. '!A,Dfscriptive Study of Selected Children's Books
and' TeleyisiOn Programs as Supplements, to Family, Life Education."
University of Oregon.-- 1971 University Microfilm No 72-989. 344 pp,

Seventy books appearing in AmeriCan Library Association bibliographies
-and six television series chosen for their poRularity, availability, longevity,
and relevance to the study were reviewed on the basis of four rnajorstpject
areas of a family education curriculum; family, male/female role, sex
and reprod.uction. andEkemotional development It was found that the books
tind television seriespqually present a significant amount of variety cover-
ing-f5d ma-167 aspect's of fanikly for the male and female child. They support
the traditiopal view of male and female role, though some new books are
useful in presenting a nontraditional view Of women. Both 'fiction and non-
fiction books are more usefli than television programs for presenting
explanation's of puberty. reproduction, and birth. Television, Particularly
throLigh the use of animals, is useful in presenting information to younger
children .

12 Beaucharrtp, Robert F. "Selection of Books for tile Culturally Disad-
vantaged NintK Grbde Student." Wayne State University; 1970.
'University Microfilm No 71-71, 235 .

Teachers and librarians in slum area schools were interviewed to obtain
titles of books interesting tot. entire 'biasses of ninth grade students. Li-
brarians were asked tri deteYmine selection Criteria applicable to disad-
vantaged youtti Books were tried by teachers; students in ninth grade
classes were interviewed concerning their interests and reactions to the
books student teachers in the classes were interviewed to verify reactions;
books recommended by teachers were analyzed for complexity of style,
themeS. characters, setting,and typographical qualities; and each book
was given a readinggifficulty rating based on the Dale-Chat' Readability
Formula It was foun'S that there are a 'sufficient number- of inexperisive
hardcover and paperback books that interest an entire class of disad-
vantaged ninth grade students. Reading interests of ninth grade studentsa,
retarded in reading three to five grades do not vary substantially from those
of children in other classes except that the interests develop at a later date.
Dis.Advantaged ninth graders can and do read books that, tre too difficult
for them if the books have extremely high interest. The 11cf.ents preferred,
books with fewer characters but the study did not indicate a clear
preference-for characters the same age or older than the students. The
students.tended to reject books in which themes of love and romance were
primary ThernesOf special interest were,perseverance, physical strength,
triumph over adversity and obstacles, and detective'stories in which the -
Criminals are apprehended through superior intellect of the detective. The

z most successful book5 for -common classroom reading werelhose that did
notexceed-6.0 grade level of difficulty.

10



-13 Berding, Sister Mary Cordetia. "Humor as a Factor in Children's Litera-
,* tuie University of 'Cincinnati, 1965 University Microfilm No. 65-12,

889 245 pp
Humorous children's books written since the middle of the nineteenth
century were analyzed by plot, style, and characterization to determine
how authors made material appeal to a reader's sense of humor, Thestudy
yielded several criteria for a good humorous. book. Effective plots are made
dp of a series of related and independent incidents, all of which are hu-
morous The most effective stylistic device is repetition, though play on
words and Clever and original express,,ionsare also good features The best
way . to describe a humorous character -is through vivid Sand graphic
description of dress and features or deportment,

.
1n Bildman, Joan Lange. "AsStudy of Child-Adult Relationships as Revealed

in Selected Contemporary. Picture-Storybooks for Children in the
Primary Grades Columbia "University, 1972 University Midrofilm No.
72-23.688 501 pp

Fifty books selected'for representing a main theme of child-adult rela-
tionships published between 1950 and 1970, and suggested for chil4ren
aged six throug% nine. were analyzed in relation to twenty key questions
which dealt with three areaof concern the image of the six through nine
year-old ,chi Id. aspects of int4action between child and adult, and the in- .

terplay of the environment on the interactions. Findings indicate that the',
child is viewed as being in harmony with, his parents and seldom re-
bellious. and obedient and respectful in his relationships with adults. He is
most often presented as a white. middle-class boy, between the ages of Six
and nine, from an intact family hich he has a high status. He appears in-
quisitive industrious, h rous. anxious, rovable. and creative. He
interacts most frequently wilt his aamily. members and second with non
family adults Most interactions with adults focuS on child rearing, fewer on w
intellectual development Adults do not expres\ values to childien,but are
seen as accepting the child and fostering his self-actualization.

15 Bingham, --Jane Marie "A .Content Analysis of the Treatment of. Negr:Ikb\
Characters in Children's Picture Books 1930-1968." Michigan State
University, 1970. University Microfilm No. 70-20,437. 218.pp.

Forty-orfe books on recommended lists were grouped by historical periods
1930-1944, 1945-1954_1955-1963, and 1965-1968. Treatment. of Negroes

in the books was analyzed in terms of physical characteristics, environ-
mental. char,acteristics, adult roles, and charac .' interaction. Negro
characters were shown with a variety of skin ors, hair styles, facialors,

and body builds. The least amount of variety was shown in
hair coloring The largest number of exaggerations appeared in books
published during the first period. The interaction-among characters did not
differ greatly from one period to another, but the amount of physical interac-
tion increased from period one to periil four.

.1. ...
41.
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16 Bissett, Donald J..-The Amount and Effect o Recreational Reading in
Selected Fifth Grade Classes . Syracuse University, 1969 University
Microfiim No 70710.316 87 pp

One hundred ninety children in seven fifth grade classrooms in two
suburban school districts were'pretested in reading achievement and 10.
During a three week preexperimental period. the children were trained in
recording all bodks read outside of class Classrooms were assigned
randomly to Treatment A (simulating flannel classroom procedures), Treat-
ment B (which increased accessibility of books, but in which no program
was instituted to give children knowledge about the books or 4 recom-
mend specific _titles to be read), and Treatment C (In which tea ers de-
voted 90 minutes of language arts instruction time to teacher and peer
recommendation of the books in the classro6rn library) During the 15-week.,
experimental period, comprehension checks were administered to check
the honesty of children's records Following the experiMental period, post-

, fests were give to determine gains in Vbcabvlary and reading comprehen-
sloh T4le rhea' number of books 'reported 'read under simulated normal
classroom conditions was 8.56 With increased accessibility of books the
niran nix.nber was 11 76 tbd with increased accessibility and recom-
mendation the number was 22 67 The differences were statistically
significant, at the 01 level Mean.differences of gain on vocabulary test

0 scores and reading comprehension tests scores were not significant
AM

k
17. Blatt, Gloria Toby. -Violence in Children's Literature: A Content Analysilof

if Slerect SaMipling of Children's Literature and .a Study of Children's
--4,-,pesponsibs to Literary Episodes Depicting Violence." Michigan State

...,,,n-iversitv. 1972. University Microfilm No 72-29,931. 358 pp.
, Books designated as realistic fiction on the AMerican Library Association

list of notabie books betwee'n 1960 and 1970 were chosen for analysis of
their treatment of violence The books were divided into.histcgcar fiction
and modern realistic fiction for comparison. Violent episodes were
analyzed for sensuous (appealing to -the, senses) treatment and non-
sensuous treatment. Comparison was also made for books published inthe
United State's ,and the British Commonwealth countries. A second part of
the study investigated responses of first, third, and seventh graders fr, .

skiburban rural, and innercity schools to violent episodes read to them.
children compled a questionnaire containing comprehensidn _questi
and other questions directed. at ,evaluatingi reactions to violence. Ove.

,ten year period., there --fkas no substantial increase in the'violent content of
children's books Histotrical fiction was, on the average, twice as violent as
modern realistic fiction Books .published originally in the.ORmmonwealth'

r countries conta ined apprOximately thet same amount of violence as the
American publications. One-half of the violent acts were committed by
.minorchracters. The overwhelming majority of violent acts were described
inia sensuous fashion. Children's responses to violent episodes indicated
that children liked the episodes that were read to them. Children from in-
nercity school's with.' social idisorderimore often said they liked violent epi-

12
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sodes than those in rural or suburban schools Children from the innercity.
schools also demonstrated a higher level of-understanding than the others.

140 18 Boger, Gerd. 'A Content Analysis of Selected Children's Books on the
Negro and on Japan Michigan State University, 1966 University
Microfilm No 67-7522 121 pp ,

Books listed in the Children's Cate log..1941-1965, under "Negroes" and
Japan,': classified as "fiction or as "easy books," and designated for

grades K-4 were, examined for evidence of the assumption that books on
Japan rank higher than the books'on the Negro in,terms of two general cate-
gones of ethical and synoptic thought-units. r e thoughl-unit, or clause,
served as the unit for a qualitative'thrAst analysis The chi-square test
supported with sig iCance the assumption that books on Japan contain a
distribution of thouhyUnits in ethical and synoptic categories propor-
tionately greater than that of books on the Negro It was concluded that
books on Japan were slightly rliOre adequate than the books on the Negro
in terms of the definition of a realistic story as a convincing picture of true
life The relative absence of ethical and synoptic thought-units in stories on
the Negro was interpreted as a lack of opportunity for the Negro child tb
grow in respect to ethical and synoptic thought

19 Booth, Martha F. Black Ghetto Life Portrayed in Novels for the
Adolescent University of 'Iowa. 1971 University Microfilm No 71-22,,
008 172 pp

The study evaluated eleven adolescent novels about black adolescents in
innercity ghettos published since 1950 The Report of the National Advi-
sory Comm;ssron on Civil Disorders was used as a standard by which each
book was evaluated in terms of the author's honesty in tre ,ating the
adolescent in. his total 'environment The following areas 'were assessed in
terms of the validity of the picture of ghetto life home and family rela-
tionships peer relationships, attitudes toward the authority of police,"
welfare. and whites and attitudes toward the educational. system. No one
book treated every characteria'tic marking ghetto life, but all eleven. novels
contained some of the characteristics which distinguish the black ghetto
adolescent Those novels appearing at the top of'the following list treated a
large number of characteristics and or treated them more comprehensively
than did novels toward the bottom of the list,. The Diary of A. N. by Julius
Horwitz. The Cool World by Warren Miller, The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou
by Kristin Hunter, The Contender by Robert Lipsyte, When the FiraReaches
Us by Barbara W Tinker, Durango Street by Frank Bonham, Hog Butcher by
Ronald Fair. Enoch by Charles RaymOnd, The Nitty Gritty by Frank Bonham,
Harlem Summer by Mary E -Vroman, and Tessie by Jesse Jackson.

20 Bouchard, Louisa-May. "A Comparative Analysis of Children's Inde-
pendent Reading Interests and the Content of Stories in Selected Basal
Reading Texts, Grades 4-6 Marquette University, 1971. University
Microfilm NO 72-20.384. :

Subjects were 667 girls and 352 boys who selected books from four branch
libraries of. the Milwaukee Public Library. The group was 9.23 percent
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black. 87 36 percent white. and 3 40 percent Spanish speaking The
content of 2 641 books chosen by the 1,029 fourth, fifth, and spdh graders
was compared with the content of four basal reading senTs at those grade
levels 'An.: eight-item questionnaire on reason for boob selection was
administered to every fifth subject Differences between children's choice
of content in library books and content of reading texts were significant at .
the 001 level No signif 'Cant differences were founra among the reading
interests of blacks whites. aft Spanish speakers nor between socio-
economic groups or grade levels Sex appeared to be the predominant
factor in determining interests

21 Bowen, Beatrice Edson. The Teacher's Role in Teaching Literature in the
Elementary School University of Michigan, 1964 University Microfilm
No 65-5881 224 pp

The study measured reading performance of 590 elementary SchOol
childrqn in terms of amount of reading, range of types of literature read, and
civalityof materials read by students M three different programs In
Program I literature was emphasized but depended primarily upon pupil
in in Program A. the teach.er played an active inttiating role, and in
Program L the teaching of literature was not emphasized in the classroom
but was inc,dental to the teaching of reading. with literary materials, avail-
able through a library-centered program Program A produced highest
achrevement in-amount and range of literature read with quality superior to
that in Program L Program I showed a significantly lower amount and
range of literature read 'with quality measurements superior to those in
Program L Program L generally showed lowest scores in all measure-
ments Teaching children the mechanics of reading or using literary ma-
enals for teaching reading as done with.group L, were not guarantees that

411dren would find interests.in reading Children who had access to
iiterary materials in the classroom.read more literature and less grade level
geared materials than did children who were limited to classroom collec-
tions of grade level materials with literary materials housed in the library.
Children whO read grade, level geared materials continued to read the
same kind of materials in increased amounts through grade progressions
when such materials were readily available in the classroom.

22 Brenneman, )Roger L. "A.Crimparative Study of the Reading Interests of
- Amish and English Sixth Graders ERIC Document No Ep024526

iixth grade class of 12 Amish and 23 non-Amish children was. studied toe;
determine the impact of. home environment and the mass media on *
children's reading interests Data were gathered through questionnaires
and records of books read within a period of four weeks. Results indicated
that reading ranked highest as a leisure time activity among the Amish and
non Amish girls . Television viewing was a first choice for the non-Amish
boys and a second choice for the non-Amish girls. On the average, a
greater number of books was read by the Amish children. Amish boys
preferred animal and sports stories Amish girls chose biographies and
family and home stories The non-Amish children read in more interest
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areas and fvorcd mysteries biograohres and stories of other lands and
peoples

Brewbaker, James Martin. -'The Relationship between the Race of
Characters in a Literary Selection and the Literary Responses of Negro
and Wr6t,e Adolescent Readers University of Virginia, 1972
University Microfilm No 72-22.647 211 pp

Three veRsions of a short story were produced with changes in the race of
characters (white. Negro and neutral) The 281 ninth. and eleventh grade
subjects read one story version and then. on an adapted semantic dif-
ferent ial instrument rated nine elen'ents from the story against a series of
bipolar adjective scales The major effect Of race of characters was to lower
reader evaluation of Negro characters This effect did not lower estimates
of the story itself Race of characters had its greatest effect among white
readers of a Negro version who (*found it more powerful or active There was
no indication that Negro subjects preferred the Negro version or that white
subjects did not respond affirmatively to the Negro version

24. Bridge, 'Ethel Brooks. 'Using Children s Choices of and Reactions to
Poetry as Determinants in Enriching Literary Experience in the Middle
Grades Temple University 1966 University Micikofilm No 67-6246
164 pa

Twanandred poems were chosen for the experiment. representing a variety
of content rilkod. vocabulary and poetic form Children rated each poem
according to a poetry rating scale and responded to three questions about
the poem s content and their personal reactions to it Both boys and girls in

three grades liked poems related to their own interests and experiences.
hilmoro,15 poems and poems .with strength of rhythm and rhyme It was
concludect that the poetry selections of this study cannot be graded and
that an enriching literary experience for children in the middle grades
should encompass the whole range of man's poetic effort

25 Brisbin, Charles Dan. -An Experimental Application of the Galvanic Skin
Response to the Measurement of Effects of Literature on AttitKies,of
Fifth Grade Students toward Blacks Wayne State University. 1,971
University Microfilm No 72-15,178 135 pp

Subjects were white fifth grlide students randomly assigned to experi-
mental and control groups of twelve each Experimental group treatment
consisted of reading and discussing books with positive representations of
blacks The control group read and discussed literature with neutral
content in respect to blacks or ethnic prejudice Following the treatment,
paired-comparison rankings were obtained from all subjects In addition,
positive and negative statements about blacks were read to the subjects to
elicit Galvanic skin responses The ranking instrument revealed significant
differences. at the 05 level. between the two groups Rankings of the five
ethnic groups used in the study showed blacks being ranked last by the
control and second by the experimental group No differences werOde-
tected when the GSR means to positive and negative statements about

r.
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blacks were examined The corjelations run be/tween the three forms of
GSR data and the selfreported rankings of blacks were all nonsignificant
The Galvanic skin response instrumentation did reveal good recordings of.
the subjects changes in skin conductance reflecting the emotion in
response to the stimulus statements, but there was no_pdation that the

Iresponse patterns associated with more favorable feelings'lowr d blacks
belonged to the experimental subjects The treatment was considered
enough to bring about* a -verbalized change," but not sufficient to cause
emotional reorientation- th-at corild be detected by Galvanic skin re-

sponse techniques

g . -
26 Broderick, Dorothy May. The.lmage of the Black in Popular and Recom-

mended American Juvenile Fiction, 1827 -1967 Columbia Urtiversity,
1971. University Microfilm No 71-4090 108 pp

The sample of bobks was divided into two parts Part one (47 titles) came
trorn titles listed in ,lacob Blanck's.Petgr Parley to Penrod A Bibliographic.
,Description of the Best-Loved Athencan Juvenile Books, 1827-1926 that
,-orlGaned black characters and or comments, however minor, about
blacks and or the institution of sravery Part two (57 titles) consisted of all
action tines listed in all editions of the Children's Catalog.'1909-1968 Siip-
o,emeht under the headings Negroes-- Fiction and Slavery in the United
States Fiction Rests of analysis of the bodks indicated that arguments
about slavery whether pro or con, centered around one of two concepts.
the slave as prpperty rather than as a human being, and the paternalistic

.approach that slavery was made acceptable by ownership by "good,
niasielis Analysis of persbnal characteristics showed that, on the whole,
biat:ks 11 are not physically attractive. 2) are musical. 3) combine religious
fr)r.or with superstitious beliefs 4) must select life goals that will benefit
the black race and 5) must depend upon the. white man for whatever good
thaigs" they can hope to acquire in life The author concluded that 1) black
readers would find Joliet() enhance their race pride, 2) white readers would
have their sense of superiority reafffrmed, and 3) the titles indiqate that race
prejudice was present in both popular and recommended juvenile b6oks
for the perod studied

27 Brown, Carol Lynch -A Study of Procedures for Determining Fifth Grade
Children s Book Choices Ohio State. University. 1971 University
Microfilm No 72 -15 178

Subjects were 233 fifth graders assigned to one of three groups by random
sampling procedure One group listened to annotated titles of 30 books. A
second group examined Hie bobks in hardcover edition The third group-

. examined the books. 15 of them in paperback edition Subjects responded
after listening to each annotation or examining each book by indicating
whether they would like. would nqt like, or could not decide whether they
would like to read the book No significant differences, in response could
be attributed to the binding of book Some differences between annota-
'lion and examining books seemedattributable CO cover design and number
and type of illustrations in the books There was a highly significant interac-
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lion between sex and categories of literature Girls were more positive
toward realistic fiction and negative toward science and health Boys were
more positive toward science and health than any other categories.

28 Burgdorf, Arlene Bernice. -A Study of the Ability to Draw Inferences from
Selections of Children's Literature Ball State University, 1966.
University Microfilm No 66-13.751

Sublects were 432- fourth. fifth, and sixth graders from four elementary
schools Children in each grade level were assigned randomly to one of ".
two groups Literary selections used in the study were Whitey's Sunday
'Nurse by Glen Rounds (modern day story), The Wisdom of Solomon by
Elizabeth Coatsworth (a mytlii). and "Come, Little Leaves," by George
Cooper (a poem). The Lorge--Thornd e Intelligence Test and the Nelson
Reading Tests, vocabulary and co prehension, were administered to all
students One group of children from each grade level read the selections
to themselves and the other group listened to the selections read Follow-
ing the reading. all children were interviewed individually or questioned
about the selections and rated on their answersInterviewers were given
scoring criteria for judging children's answers Multiple linear regression

`was used to relate total literary scores to other factors Scores on drawing
inferences from literary selections were significantly higher (beyond..01)
when children listened to stories read than when they read stories
themselvs Ability to draw inferences w,s significantly higher in grade
five than in grade four and in grade six than in grade five There was no
significant difference between scores of boys and girl Mental age wA
signif!cantly related to scores of children WI° listened to selections-.-Social.
class was not significa.ntly relate to literature scores, though there was a
higher relationship for children who read selections themselves than for
those who listened f

20 Butler, James Orval. Expressed Reading Preferences of Children
iy

', Enrolled in Grade Two in Selected Schools of Colorado University of
Otlahoma 1964 University Microfilm No 65-4090, 121 pp

Second grade children indicated preferences among twenty-four books,
representing eight categories of reading interest." read orally during the
school year Intellectual ability. socioeconomic environment, and reading
competence were considered in the analysis( Favorite categories for boys
were fantasy, fairy tales, and biography. ThOirst three choices.of girls were
fairy tales. fantasy. and animal stories Intellectual ability, socioeconomic
environment, and reading competence were not determiners of the top
three category preferences When all children were taken together, fantasy

ppeared to be the favorite Categbry, followe.d by fairy tales,. animal stories,
a d home arid school life The category of science,and nature was the least
pr (erred by all groups The distribution of -the Subjects' preferences indi-
cat d a wide range of reading interests

ppeared

,., . t
30 'Carlson, Julie Ann. "A Comparison of the Treatment of the Negro in

Children's Literature in the Period's, 1929-1'938 and 1959-1968."
University of Connecticut, 1969 University Microfilm No. 70 -1245.
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Books publishes during the periods 1929-1938 and 1959:1968 Were
analyzed in ord to determine whether the Negro was mentioned in the
literature of one period more than in the other and whether a difference
existed in the debree of racial stereotyping contained in the boOks of the
two periods The ;author found that 15 percent of the books published dur-
ing the first period and 10 percent of the books published during the
second period Mentioned black characters Analysis of characters was
made by levels in, order to note whether black characters were treated as:
Level one (caricatures), Level two (stereotypes), Level three (individuals
with race problems), or Level four (individuals with universal problems). In
the early period. lacks tended to be stereotyped, in the later period, they
tended to be pre ented as individuals with a race problem or individuals
with a universal roblem The mean score for treatment of the black in
books in the 1929 X3 period was 2 0 The mean score In books in the 1959=
68 period.was 3 6 The difference between means was significant at the .01
level

31 Carmichael, Cardlyn Wilson.. "A Study of Selected Social Values as
Reflected in dontemporary Realistic Fiction for. Children." Michigan
State 1971 University MicrofilmNo 71-31,172 224 pp

The study looked' at the extent to which the value themes of belief in
equality of oppo tunity for all people. acceptance of responsibility,
obedience to laws .and recognition of the importance of an education and
knowledge are pr sent in conte.mporary,realistic.fiction for children. One
hundred _twenty-six books of realistic fiction' published. from 1949-'1969..
were sampled taken by five year intervals Books were chosen from those
listed in Notable Children's. Books" (ALA) or "Outstanding Children's
Books 6/ the Year' (New York Times) Validity of the author's judgment was
checked by comparing her analysis of a randomly selected entire book
with analyses of four adult experts and eight fifth and sixth grade students.
Correlations were significant Therrfatic Analysis Charts were constructed,
Of the 126 books read, 50 included onp of the fOur values as a major theme.
The value theme most emphasized was acceptance of responsibility and
the theme least emphasized was belief in the equality of opportunity for all
people At leaSt one of the. other four themes was mentioned in 118 books
(94 percent) The theme of acceptance of responsibility had a higher inclu-
sion in books published during 1949 and 1954, decreasing in frequency in
1959. 1964 and 1969

32 Casper, Thomas. "Effects of 4,he Junior Great Books Program at the
Fifth Grade Level on Four Intellectual Operations and Certain of their
Component Factors as Defined by J. P. Guilford." St. Louis University,
1964 University Microfilm No. 64-137453.

An experimental group of 103 children and a control group of 104 children,
ali of whom had ay.egistered 'IQ of 120 or more, read and discussed

. selected classics at two week intervals during'the nine month school year.
Discussions centered on attitudes, ideas. and principles presented by,the
author of each work The program extended from fifth through twelfth
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grades Eighteen tests devised by J P Guilford for specific factors in the
intellectual operations of cognition. divergent production. and convergent
production were selected as instruments of measurement Alternate forMs
were administered to both groups in a pretest-posttpsit design Results indi-
cated a significant gain for the experimental group on a single factotum the
operation of divergent productron. that of "operational fluency ". Further
analysis demonstrated significant changes favoring boys over girls in the
experimental grisp on three factors However, the study suggested only a
limited:relationship between the intellectual factors as represented by the
tests and the observed effects-of the Junior Great BOoks Program

'.33 Chambers, Dewey Woods. "An Exploratory Study of Social Values in
Children's_ Literature Wayne State University, 1965. University
Microfilm No 66-1228 .

A one year (1963.1964) yreid of fiction for children, ages five through
nine. was 'taken from the catalogs of two publishing firms An instrument
constructed to detect certain selected social values was used to identify
the social value influencing the content of each of the twenty-nine books
selected The social values identified as important for children aged five,to
-nine were found to ,bepresemed in a uniformly weak manner. Any given
value analyzed in the study had an 85 percent chance of being dealtwith iii
the same order by both publishers and it was found that modern children's,
fiction tended toward less social value content than has been supposed of
earlier children's fiction The author concluded that one could challenge
the assumptiOn that social value education results from the reader's
interacting with theliction selected for the study

34 Chang,. Sally Daugherty. An Exploratory Study of Mass- Produced Fiction
Books for Children to Identify Selected Social-PersOnal Values."
MiChidan State 971 University'Microfilm No 72-16,401. 185 pp.

In'expensive boOks fOr children were analyzed to determine frequency of
the values of ambition, itizenship, compassion, cooperation, honesty, in-
dividuality. respect, responsibility, selflessness, and understanding.
Realism of story content also was surveyed. Three hundred seventy-five
books retailing for one dollar or less were read to identify presence,' fre-
quency. and examples of the selected value. The selected social- personal
values found in mass-produced children's books are listed in decreasing
Order of frequepcy crioperation, responsibility, respect, understanding,
citizenship. ambition. compassion. individuality, selflessness, and
honesty With the exception of the value of cooperation, mass-produced
books are li'mited in value presentation. Realism ip frequently found in
mass-produced books for children

35. Chatham, Walter Leon. The Reading Grade Placement of the John New-
bery Prize Books from 1945 thrOugh 1965.- University of Mississippi,
1967 University Microfilm No 68-2929.- .1*

The study attempted to find the miriimum grade level of John Newbery
Award books. from 1945 through 1965. our selections were taken from
each of the 21 books and 16 questions.were ^framed' for each book. The
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#' questions resulted iri construction of 21 Newbery Comprehension Tests.
Each test was administered to a minimum of 30 fifth and sixth graders. The
minimum grade level fer each book was identified as the level at which at
least 50 percent of the subiects.answered correctly at least 75 percent of

".thepuestions on the Newbery Comprehension Test 3-cores were compared.
to readability scores derived from the Flesch Formta (1943).'the Lorge
Formulas (1939 1948), and the Washburn Formula (1934) It was con-
cluded that only two books, Rabbit Hi // and Rifles for Watie, were above
wade six level -,n,.. .,

36 Ciancioto, Patricia Jean. "Criteria for the Use of Trade Books in4he Ele-
mentary School Program Ohio State University, 1963 University
MicrofilniNd 63-6236 451 pp

Three dimensions of use of trade books in ongoing teaching-learning situa-
tions of the elementary school were identified The toatrnsions included
selection and accessibility of the books and the provision of learning

Q experiences in which trade books are involved Data were obtained from
four sources the point of view of the investigatyr's assumptions; the in-
terpretation of literature 'bearing on the various aspects of using trade
books in the elementa'ry school.,observations in a sampling of clIsrooms
and school libraries in the central Ohio area. at id interviews of a sampling
of teachers, librarians. principals, teacher-librarians, and library super-
visors from the central Ohio area TWenty-four criteria ere established,

books to be used in the schools Some of the major factor for this dimen-

including fou.qen for the dimension pertaining to the s lection of trade

sion included demographic factors, reading and study interests of the
pupils and teachers. aspects of the selection process, and curriculum
areas and methods Six criteria were established for the accessi-
bility of trade books The most signifieant.factors included the location of
the .book collection the professional preparation and efficiency of the li-
brary personnel. the availability of 'funds. circulation practices, a summer

. school library program, and the relationship between the public library andthe schoOl. Four criteria, were established fqr pfovision of learning
experiences in which books are involved. Considerations of this di-1
mension were further' _children's interest in reading; using trade booksfor instructional, recreational, and functional purposes in all areas of the
curriculum providing opportunities so that individuals migh,( interpret what
has been read. and evaluating activities in.which trade books are involved.

37 Clarke, Loretta 'Marie. -A Critical' . Approach to44Fgaur. Novels of
. ,

Adolescence University of Iowa, 1970 University Microfilm No. 71-
. 5724 131 pp
Two of the novels used in the study, The Pigman by Paul Zindel and His
Enemy, His Friend by. John Tunis, were labeled as adolescent by their
publishers The other two, The Chosen by Chaim Potok and A Separate
Peace by John Knowles, were not The study concluded that 1) the four
novels demonstrate some degree of artistic execution; 2) the two novels l-
beled by publishers as adolescent do not monstrate an artistry compare-

r) 14 _I
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ble to the two not labeled adolescent. 3) of the four hovels. the one that
seemed written with the adolescent audience in mind is the most
superfitial. 4) the three novels whiCfj use an'adolescent narrator in the first
person create more immediacy than the one book that uses the impersonal
narrator. and 5) all fo1ir bdoks concerned themselves with HaVighutt's
developmental tasks

38 Cohen, Dorothy. "Effect of a Special Program in Literature on the Vocabu-
lary and Reeding Achievement of Second Grade Children in Special
Service Schools New' York University, 1966. ERIC Document No.
ED010602 1-

Subjects were 285 second grade children divided into control and experi-
mental groups The racial mix was Puerto Rican, 30-45-percent; Negro, 40-
55 percent and other 10-15 percent A planned program of literature and
accompanying activ les was Introduced into the curriculum of an experi-.
mental group S les were introduced in an order of increasing difficulty
and weye-Ntoflowed by activities. designed to increase comprehension.
StoneiLwere read to control classes only as an occasional treat. Posttests
were administered at the end of the academic year Results led to the con-
clusion that oral language correlates with reading and that both -can be
significantly improved by regular exposure to stories read aloud.

MI

39 Constant, Helen. 'A Critical Study of Selected Greek Myths asStory for
Children Columbia University, 1970. Uhiutersity Microfilm No. 71 -20,-
003 395 pp

The study compared selected myths written in the original Greek with
EnglishiversiOns written for children. Comparisons were based on plot,
character. and language, including speech, to see whether changes were
made which altered We authenticity and literary qualities of the myths. In
.every instance the plots of the children's,stories differ from those of the
originals The characters in the children's 'stories are either more or less
fully developed than in the original myth or they, have been altered,
eliminated, or added. to the story. It was concluded that, although
mythology is an important part ofiliterature, the versions written for children
do not always provide them with a desirable literary experience.

4G Cooper, Charles Raymond. "Preferred Modes of Literary Response: The
Charectensti.cs of-High School Juniors in Relation to the Consistency of

'their Reaction to .Three Dissimilar Short Stories:" University of
California.. Berkeley, 1969. University Microfilm No. 70-17,535. 210

Subjects were 117
of

school juniors. Tapes of four short stone
dissimilar in point of View, age and type of character, and themewere
heard by the subjects, who then 'filled out a response sheet indicating their
preferred mode of response. Modes of response were engagement, in-
terpretation. perception, and, evaluation, based on the purve-s scheme of
analysis Consistency of response Was measured, along with the effects of
teacher, sex. English grade point average, verbal intelligence, and reading
ability -Three-fourths of the subjects had a preferred way of responding to
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short fiction Of those who had a preferred way of responding, 53 percent
favored the Interpretive mode, 24 percent favored the engagement mode;
19 percent, the evaluative mode, and 4 percent, the perceptive. Even
though the stories were selected for their obvious dissimilarities, the
overall group rettern of response was strikingly similar.

41 Curtis, William.J. "An Analysis of the Relationship of Illustration and Text in
Picture-Story Books as Indicated by the Oral Responses of Young
Children Wayne State University, 1969. University Microfilm No. 69-
14,665 163 pp.

Subjects were five first-grade boys.)Dral, audiotaped responses of the tiloys
. to three picturstory books were analyzed.,Books used were Where the

Things Are, Whistle for Willy, and Randy's Dandy Lions.. The boys
retold the story from memory and then reread, from the illustrations, to de-
termine whether Illustration or text had more impact on generating their
responses Other factors investigated were frequency of figurative lan-
guage, fluency of response, formation of response, and incidenCe of con-
nective language and mazes. Ninety percent of the 772 t-units examined
indicated that over 50 percent of the identifiable cues used by children
were a result of both text and illustration simultaneously generating a
response The text alone generated 25 percent of the cues and the illustra-
tions alone only 11 percent. There was virtually no figurative- language
generated by the exposure to books. All children responded to the book in
verse more thanto any other factor.

A

42 Daigort, Arthur. The Dominant theses in the Free Reading of Seventh
Grade Students in Relation tcr the Factors of Sex and Reading
Comprehension." New York University, 1963. University. Microf ilm No.
63-6561. 191 pp.

Subjects were sixty boys and sixty girl's grouped according to low,
average, . and high reading comprehension. Supplementary reading
records were kept by all students during tliae school year. Analysis of
records of tiaras test group showed that eight general types of novels were
Feed nov Is focusing on animals, problems of preadolescence, problems

- of adoles nce, careers, historical events in American history, mysteries.
adventure, and the problems of adults. Girls with high reading comprehen-
sion read more books, a greater variety of books, and more diff'i'cult books.
The girls' groups, with average and low comprehension were indistin-
guishable from one another. preferring novels which revolved about ani-
mals. mysteries, and problems of adolescence and preadolescence. Boys'
groups with high and average reading comprehension were indittin-
guishable from one another, concentrating on novels of adventure. Boys
with low reading comprehension presented thelpooresi record, reading
only a feW badly written mystery novels..-Generally, girls were much more
interested in the novel.than.were boys. The girls were interested in themes
involving introspection and emotional consequence. The boyS preferred to
read about continued, violent physical activity.
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43 Dale, Ruth Ellen. "A Critical Inquiry into the Nature of Wholeness and Frag-
. mentation in Selected Prose Fiction for Young Children." Columbia

University, 1965 University Microfilm No 65-11,702: 594 pp.

Tie. study investigated wholeness and fragmentation in their general and
theoretical lorcns Ten i'nterrelatecrcriteria for wholeness in literature were
identified., Approximately one-third of the books published in 1963 for
children .ages three through eight Were classified according to their
Elevelopmental stages and a critical analysis was carried out on each book'
It was found that 88 percent of the books failecnomeet wholi.stic standards
of Nhe study With only Technical Unity manifesting strong wholistic
tendencies, Particularly strong fragmentation appeared in the lack of Func--
tional Interdependence. Imagination. Unity. and Consistency with Reality.

44 Dalke, Robert Wesley. "Non-Fiction Writing for Children: A Primary Source
of Content in Elementary School Social Studies Instruction." Wayne
State University, .1973 University MicrOfilm No. 73-31,713.
275 pp

Major objectives of the study were the identification of a select group of
significant- .nformational books for children and the development of
guidelines Jot imaginative and exhaustive use of the materials as the
primary source of elementary school social studies and science instruCL
-tio.n Books published in 1958: 1964, and 1972 were evaluated and criteria
for selection and use of informational trade books-were developed. It was
determined that informational books make up approximately 42 percent bf
all hardcover trade books published for children. The author states that in-

. formational trade books tend to be written by experts in a field of specific
research and to be of a more consistently high quality than comparable
works- of fiction for children, The basic, conclusion was that the informa-
tional trade books are a much more adequate and logical source of content
for elementary social studies instruction than most textbooks currently in
use because textbooks tend to be extremely dated.

1.

45 Darling, Richard Lewis. ':Reviewing of Children's Books in American
Periodicals: 1865-1881." University of Michigan, 1960. Liniversity.
Microfilm No .60 -6857. 552 pp.

The purpose 4vas to demonstrate the amount and-quality of reviewing of
children's books Ii the United States in the seventeen years following the
end of the Civil Mr Publishing of children's books constituted an im-
portant part-of book publishirtg during the period. The general criticism of
children's books was riot extensive but indicated enlightened and liberal
attitudes toward them. Thonh. the number of books reviewed and 94
quality of reviewing differed greatly with different n -agazines, thousands of
reviews were published,,

.
46. Dauterman, Philip. "Dogmatism and Reading:.The Effects of Dogmatisrn

upon Reading Comprehension, Amount of .Voluntary Reading, aid the
Response to aLiterary Selection.''_ Lethbridge University, Alberta. ERIC
Document No. E0045671.
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Twenty secondary students were given the Davis Reading Test after they
had rtad and recorded. their responses to "TheSecret Room" by Alain
Robbe-Grillet The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale was used. It was found that
open-minded students had higher. reading comprehension .Scores and
read a greater number of books voluntarily than did closed-minded
students No appreciable differences were found between the two groups'
written responses to the short story. The Purves scheme for analysis of
literary response Was used in the analysis. The author concluded- that'
highly dogmatic students appeared to lack certain reading comprehension
skills that equally intelligent low-dogmatic studentshave.

47 DePriest, Jeanette Mate Allen. The Effects of Reading Alouctophildren
on Fantasy Ability Arizona State, 1970 University Microfilm No. 70-
20.665. 207 pp

Fantasy behavior of 30 second grader's was assessed by verbal response
to picture stimuli with responses transcending pure description of items in
the picture considered as fantasy. Over a four-week period, one experi-
mental group heard low-fantasy materiaAt the end of the,period, a picture
stimulus was given tdeach subject and the verbal responses recorded on
tape Other information on subjects was obtained from a structured in-
terview and from school records. It was hypothesized that: 14 there are no
differences in instances of fantasy between seven-year-olds in the experi-
mental group who were read to daily.and those in the control group; and 2)
there are no differences in the quantity of fantasy produced between the-
two experimentalgroups, one that had heard high-fantasy material arid one
that had heard low-fantasy material. Neither hypothesis was rejected at the
05-level.

48 Dowan, Thomas William. "Personal Reading Interests as Expressed by
Chil-drez in Grades Three, Four, and Five in Selected Florida Public
Schools:" Fjorida State University, 1971. University Microfilm No. 72-
13,502. 140 pp.

Data were collected by Imeahs of a taped interview scheme developed by
the investigator The instrument contained: 1) an explari&on and instruc-
tions for the student, 2) an operi-ended question re.c.Cesting the student to
identify the kind of book he would like to read, and 3) twenty-eighLtext sam-
ples representing fourteen interest categories determined a priori. Sub-

'. jedts responded positively, negatively, or neutrally to indicate whether they
would like to read abOut various subjects. Approximately 1,100 children
participated. For each interest category. an interest score was computed

N- tor each student. Sex differences in scores for eleven of the fourteen cate-.
gones were significant 'at the .01 leVel. Boys were more interested than
girls in books of adventure, tall tales, historical nonfiction, how-to-do-it,
sports. and science. Girls were more interested than boys in animals, fai
tales. modern 'fantasy, children of the United States, and children of othelr
lands. Grade levet differences for four of the categbries were also
significant.
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49 Duff, Ogle Eloise Burks. "The Treatment of Blacks in Selected Literature
Anthologies for Grades Nine through Twelve Published Since 1968."
University of Pittsburgh. 1974. University Microfilm No.; 74-21,667.
155 pp . .

Eighteen anthological series consisting of 103 anthologies provided the
primary source of data The criteria to evaluate- the 'anthologies was
# apted from the criteria of the Task Force on Racism, National Council of
Teachers of English The conclusions were based on the extent of the inclu-
sion

%.

of works by black writers in various genres, literary periods, and
thematit arranments Of the eighteen series of anthologies for use in
grades nine through twelve examined in this study, thirteen series pr 72.2
percent were fOund to be inadequate. In various genres, as well.as in thosc-711.
antholo.gles thematically arranged, there were voids. Twentieth- century
poetry coritained the strongest inclusion of works by black writers. The
weakest inclusion was drama The most prominent blaCk writers included _
were Langston Hughes and Gwendolyn Brooks. The .recently
published anthotogicsal series were and to contain more works by black
Miters than those published during the latter part of the 1960s.

50. Dvggins, James Harry. "Certain Social Values in.Tenth Grade Literu-re
Anthol4les A. Content Analysis." University of California Berkeley,

. 1970 University MicrofilmNo. 71-9800. 158 115.

The basic hypotheses dealt with 'Mei-relationships of narrative seque,oce,
thematic development eind world \Lift. Procedures used were Prop.P's Mot-
phOlo.gidal Analysis:Child, Potter, and Levine's Thema; and Kiuckhohn's
.Values Oppositions Morphological analysis revealed that the anthologies
contained the.sary elements in the same order as folktales but the fiction
did not.use the variety or quantity of the elements. Characters were more
otte'n Motivated by "lack" pr inadequacy than by villainy. In the.analysis of
thema..the-Most prominent situations confronting the main cha.racters were
needstb express indwidualy, to gain recognition, and to satisfy curiosity.
Characters. res nded to these situations With confrontation, cleverness,
seeking. and fit asy The values expressed suggest that the universe is
determinate .(rather than without older); t nitary (r'ather than' pluralistic);

.good,individualistic, auton0ray-oriented, qualitative (as opposed 05 quanti-
tative), and supportsthe general or similar in the world (rather than unique -
t ess or difference) .. -*e

51 . Etsenman, Sister Mary Victoria:-"An Exptralory Study to Inyestigarepe
Values of Literature as Experienced by Elementary Parochial School
Children and Teachers in the DiLesefi of Covington," Si.
Universrty, 1962 University Microfilm No. 63-3739:'297 pp.

Subjects.Were 512-fifth and 516 eighth grade studetS and 27 teachers. An
at4ude scale was constructed according to the Likert method. The 'scale.

' was biped on a master list of values attributed to children's literature and
abstracted from the content of professional books encl. teachers'iolairials
in use in the area of thelstudy. Participants were directed to react/0 each
statement. Jhe first response was to' eperesent the Subjects' personal; reac-

.
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k--Mons. the*second, thilfir concept of what the reactions should-be.The sum-mation of points assigned to each subject'S personal reactions was termed
the -Me' score The score resulting from rationalized reactions was termedthe "T': score GirlS obtained higher mean scores than boys at both gradelevels Fifth grade "Ma" scores were consistently higher thanthose of theeighth graders Correlations between "Me" and "T" scores were Positiveand substantial For teachers, there was an inverse relationship betweenscore, on the attitude scale and years of teaching expernce; amount ofeducatiOn, and training in children's literature. An analysis at questionnairestems_ 'on the children:.s form indicated that .Tom Sawyer, Black Beauty,Huck Finn, amp' Little 'Women were Selected as favor.ites. Nancy. Drew

. Mysteries received the highest frequency of Mention" Teachers' responsesindicated that they did not generally'keep abreast with recent trends andwritings in children's literature

52 Ekechukwu, Myriette Revenna Guinyard. "Characteristics of Users an
Nonusers of Elementary School Library Services and Public LibrarServices' for Children University' of Washington, 1972. UniverlitYMicrofilm No 73-3702 216 pp

..
Fifth grade students in nineteen elementary Schools were questioned about
use of and attitudes toward the library Findings indicated a significant
relationship between the use and nonuse of public libraries and attitudetoward public libraries The relationship between use and nonuse of schoolid:Thanes and attitudes toward school libraries was not significant. More ofthe children wA*e School library users than public library users. Thepercentage of fifth graders with favorable attitudes toward public librarieswas (reater than the percentage with favorable 'attitudes toward school Ii-10r1 s Sex of respondent was nota significant variable ih public libraryuse. nor.in school library use, however, significantly more girls than boyshad favorable attrttides toward public libraries. Significant relationshipswere found between distarAte of residence from the public library a..public 11110ary use and nonuse The book collection' was the element

children liked beSt about public librarips and vhdol. libraries. The mostdisliked element of both libraries was theTu'Ths 'aNd regulations. The majorreason for use of both libraries was to borrow books to read ovtside the lkbrary Use of library materials for school-related purposes was the second
most frequently mentioned reason for use of both libraries.

53 Elkins,Elkins, Hilda Arnold. "An Analysis of the Social and Ethnic Attributes of theCharacters in Children's Books Which Have Won Awards." North TexasState University, 19,67 University Microfilm No. 68-2769.
The study analyzed characters in Newbery and CaldecOtt Award boOks todetermine distribution and treatment of social and ethnic groups and tocompare ethnic distribution in early and recent Newbery Medal books.Characters were examined, to identify group membership, social classmembership. moral position, presence or absence of stereotyping, and, formained women. working status. Data on ethnic group distribution andworking status of women were compared with equiValent data about the
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United States popul,ation. and the social class distribution was compared
with estimated distribution of people in the United States It was concluded
that children's books of highest literary quality demonstrate no bias favor-
ing American characters Award books have not portrayed Americans as
being of higher mbral character or social status than other groups Authors
and illustrators who produce children"s books eligible for awards have not
developed themes involving NegroeS. especially Negroes who vary from
-the 'counterstereotype- of high morals, low status. and few Negro com-
panions Themes involving nonwhite people who are not Negroes have not
beer developed Themes involving employment of arried women have
not been popular in award books Generally, howev a thors and illustra-
tors who Produce books eligiQe for awards avoid depictingthe persistent
stereotypes of cultural and spbatiltural groups

54 Erickson, John Edward. Modifying Students' Tastes in Poetry Wayne
State University 1969 University Microfilm No 70--19,054 237 pp

A total of 751 eighth grade students were pretested to determine their
poetic preferences Their preferences were then compared with the poetic
choices made by a panel.of English educators, student teachers in English,
and the students. own English fOacher§ Students were arranged homo-
geneously in five groups according to IQ, sex, maturity, parental education
background achievement in school, attitudes toward schdol, college, and
Poetry and their poetic, preferences One group was used as a control,
while the other four groups were taught by one, of the following methods.
reading poetry. writing poetry. discussing p?eferences in poetry, and
answering questions about specific poems. Pretests indicated that,
consistently. poems selected by any of the three adult groups were re-
jected by the eighth grade students who preferred' metrically regular,
rhymed verse written in conventional forms employing the personal voice
and avoiding imagery Posttests indicated that students in our experi-
mental groups made prktically the same choices as they had before the
treatments and were even more likely to re}ect poems selected by adults
than before /

55 Erisman, Fred Raymond. "There Was a Child Went Forth: A Study of St.
Nicholas Magazine atid Selected Children's Authors, 1890-1915::
University of Minnesota. 1966 University Microfilm No. 66- 12,19?.

. 347 pp

The study exaitined the value system presented in American children's
literature of the period behween 1890 and 1915. When the materials were
examined. the values proved to be primarily those of the upper middle
class of the time A dual picture of the world appeared in thp contents of
randomly selected issues of the St. Nicholas Magazine. The first world, ap-
pearing in the magazine's nonfiction, was realistic, dealing with the social,
technological, and biographical topics of an urban society. The fiction, on
the other hand, presented the ideal world of genteel, middle-class values,
implying that these are typically "American" values. At no point did the
magazine suggest that the two worlds are incompatible. The author details
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the means by which three authors Ralph Barbour Kate Douglas Wiggin,
and L Frank Baum struggle to reconcile the real world with the ideal and
to construct do urban setting in which characters with rural values may
function

56 Evans. John Lyle. Two Aspects' of Literary Appreciation among High
School Students Judgment of Prose Quality and Emotional Responses
to Literature and Selected Aspects of Their Reading Interests
University of Minnesota. 1968 University Microfilm No 69- 1T.388
215 pp

Subjects were 264 eleventh graders who performed atroVe a designated
level on the Iowa Test of Educational Development, elimirCating poor read-
mg ability as a variable Subjects were tested to determine the rela-
tionships between their emotional responses -to literature and ability to
judge prose quality and their reactions to 38 categories of reading
interests No significant relationships were found. between judgment of
prose ,quality and reported emotional responses to literature. or bete
judgment of prose quality and interest scores Significant relationships
were found between the affective responses of students and their reading
interest scores Girls scored srgnificantly higher and outnumbered boys in
the high group of each variable Students scoring high in judgment of
Prose quality exhibited reading interests requiring higher taste and
maturity No relationships were found between soctoeconomid class and
the major variables

57 Faggiani, Lester A. The Relationship of Attitude to Response in the Read-
ing of a Poem by Ninth Grade Students New York University. 1971
University Microfilm No 71-28.531 334 pp

A semantic differential Was used to place ninth grade boys and girls in
positive neutral. anti negative attitude groups on the subject. "Dying for
One s Country Boys and girls were evenly divided and grouped as high
and low level readers according to their reading stanines Responses
were analyzed to determine incidence of responses in four categories per-
sonal Involvement perception interpretation, and evaluatron, using the
system of anatysis developed by Alan C Purves and adapted for this study.
Subjects with strong attitudes more often .evidenced high personal involve-
ment thpn did those with neutral attitudes, wifg the greatest incidence
among those with positive attitudes The fourr.esponse categories were not
significantly correlated with attitude. Sex was not significantly correlated
with personal Involvement or evaluation Sixteen individual analyses were
conducted Those prolocols revealed a tendency to cluster initial
responses into a few. areas. primarily those of "content' and mnenomic
association The evaluation response category received little attention from
the subjects

58 Fanselow, John Fredtick. The Responses of Ninth-Grade Bilingual
Adolescents to Four Short' Stories Columbia University, 1971.
University Microfilm No 72-1306 241 pp
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Subleils were strthi bilingual Spanish-English ninth graders with a mean
reatng score H 9 The students read four stories All the Years of Her

°A L,te by MO/ley Cal Lighab Prelude by Lucile Payne, -Reverdy, by
Jessarnyn West and The Man in the Shadow.. by Richard Child The
stories were divided into six par s to discover the readers' responses while
reading as well as after the entir story had been read After each part and
at the end of the story 'subjects esponded to the question, "What feelings
or reactions do.you have about the plot. characters, language or id(las in
the section you have just read" Responses wore tape recorded during
Personal interviews The transcripts were coded into one of the six cate-
gones used by James Squire in his work When the bilingual students were
compared with Squire s group the percentage of responses in each cate-
gory datered The bilingual students made fewer responses coded as
literary judgments interpretations and prescriptive judgments than did
Squire s group The bilinguals responses contained fewer critical predis-
positons stock'responses irrelevant associations and failures to grasp the
iter-a, ',leaning The wish for a happy ending among the bilingual students

was ,,fTlitel to Prelude while Squire s group looked for happy endings in
four -;tor,es Individual variation in responses was extremely great

between students and between an individual student's responses to
separate stories

r

5Y Fasick, Adele Morgan. A Comparative Linguistic Analysis of Books and
re,e,..yon for Children Case Western Reserve University, 1970
llm.orsity Microfilm No 71-1687 144 pp

The rangdage of rive children s picture storybooks and three children's
te;evision pro&ams was analyzed according to twelve items of vocabulary

sentence structwe which have been associated with language
,Tit,,rity The t nterces used in books proved to be more complex than
!hose in the television programs The sentence lengths and the amount of
subordination in the children.s books were very similar to those of adult
pro5e The television programs contained simpler, shorter sentences and
less subordination The vocabUlary items tested did not reveal a striking
difference between book's and televispn Enough mature, standard English
was used on the television shows to make untenable the hypothesis that
children could not learn language frOrn these shows because the shows
did not contain appropriate vocabulary items The three television .pro-
grams studied were more similar in their rankings on the various tests than
were the books The books ranged from quite simple to quite Complex
texts both in terms of verbal items and sentence structure In this way the
books Could be arranged along a continuum of language complexity in a
way in which the television shows could not The results of the study indi-
cate that research is needed to determine cause of the apparently differing
effects of listening to books and of watching television

60 Feeley, Joan T. 'Interest Patterns and Media Preferences of Boys and Girls
in Grades Four and Five." New York University, 1972. University
Microfilm No 72-20.628 180 PP
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A:tbtal of 532 boys and girls in grades four and five responded' to. an

interest inventory developed by the investigator to identify interest patterns

and media preferences (print and television) Findings indicated that sex

was a major determiner of middle-gcade children's interests. Boys liked
sports. excitement, and informational content while girls preferred social
empathy. fantasy, and content dealing with their recreational interests.
Boys were least interested in fantasy, social empathy, and artistic content;

girls were' least interested in sports, science, and social studies. Boys' and

girls media preference patterns closely resembled their interest patterns.
Race did not seem to be an important factor affecting children's content

Interests Socioeconomic status did appear to be a factor influencing
.

children s interest in fantasy, with lower-SES children showing stronger

preference for fantasy than was Shown by middle- and higher-SES children.

Girls preferred to read more than did.boys Lower-SES nonblacks preferred

to watch TV more than did middle- or higher-SES nonblacks. Both boys and

. girls preferred to watch TV rather than to read all types of content described
by the interest clusters of the study The author concluded that Schramm's
theory that children look to print to satisfy informational needs and to televi-

sion to satisfy fantasy and entertainment needs was 'partially supported.

61 Fisher. Carol Jean. The Influence of Children's Literature and Oral Dis-
cussion in Developing Oral Language of Kindergarten, First, and
Second Grade Children Ohio State University, 1972. University
Microfilm No 73-1991 130 pp

The subjects were kindergarten, first, and second grade children from four
middle socioeconomic level schools Six classes, one at each grade level
from each of two schools, served as the literature group; six similarly
constituted classes frOm the other two schools served as-the sharing-dis-
cussion group Three additional classes, one at each grade level from the
sharing-discussion schools, served as a no-treatment control group.
Twelve college undergraduates taught the classes. A posttest control
group design was utilized and testing was completed within a ten-day pe-
riod following. the experimental program. The experimental programs
lasted twelve weeks, with three contacts per week. The Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test was used to assess vocabulary acquisition and the Lin-
guistic Structures Repetition Test, devised for the study, was used to
assess syntactic acquisition A three-way multivariate analysis was used to
test for significance and interaction effects of the treatment, grade level,
and sex Scheffe's S-method was used for further analysis when significant
results were obtained. The Linguistic Structures Repetition Test revealed

significant differences between grade levels aat the .001 level of

significance S-method tests indicated differences between kindergarten
and first grade and between kindergarten and second grade at the .01 level
and differences between first and secong grade at the .05 level. There were

no significant differences between tiatment groups on acquisition of
syntactic structures or on acquisition of vocabulary. 'Mere were no
significant interaction effects of treatment, grade level, or sex of acquisition
of either syntactic structures or vocabulary. Analysis of variance indicated
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significant differences between sexes on the acquisition of vocabulary at
the 001 level in faYotl'of boys

62 Fisher, Frank L. The Influences of Reading and Discussion on Attitudes of
Fifth Graders toward American Indians University of California
Berkeley, 1965 University Microfilm No 65-13,422. 226pp.

The fifth grade subjects were assigned to one of three- treatment groups a
reading group. a reading plus discussion group, and a control group 'A
test of attitude toward and information abdki 'American .Indians was
constructed' for use in the study The attitude test was constructed by
means of the Scale Dischrnination Technique and the irgormation test was
based on six readings selected from children's literature about American
Indians The experiment was carried out over a three week period, using
scores on the attitude-information test as pre- and posttest measures. The
reading group read the six stories, the reading plus discussion group read
and discussed the stories, and the control group had no exposure to them.
Readind'and discussing the selections caused a cchange in attitude favor-
able to American IndiaOs significantly greater than. that caused by read-
ing stories without discussion Reading the selection caused a change in
attitude favorable toward American Indians that was significantly greater
than triechange in the control group , There was a significant positive Cor-
relation tween information gained and attitude change in the group that
read and discussed the stories but not in the control group The attitude
change was greatest in the; middle socioeconomic group and was
significantly greater in upper socioeconomic levels than in tower socioeco-
nomic levels In the reading group of middle socioeconomic level subjects,
the attitude change was significantly greater among Negro subjects than
among Caucasian subjects There was no significant relationship between
IQ. sex. or reading achievement and attitude chahge Evidence suggested
that attitude changes of girls,were greater than those of boys in the silent
reading situation whereas attitude changes of boys were greater in a read
ing- discussion situation

63 Fisher, Winifred Maxine. "Images of Black American Children in Contem-
porary Realistic Fiction for Children Colufribia University, 1971.
University Microfilm No 71-28,000. 174 pp.

Books were analyzed in terms of images of black children having to do with
1) home and family ti.fe. 2) school experiences, 3) recreation, 4) community
services and participation, 5) religion, and 6) emotional lives. Analysis
focused on the main characters in the' books Analysis indicated that child
characters lived in all parts of the United States, with a fourth of them in
New York City Homes ranged from slums to middle-class suburbs.
'Parents' occupations ranged from laborers to professional people. No
serious, conflicts were evident between. hild charaCters and adults in the

Mostost -of the mairl characters valued education as a means of getting
ahead and to aid personal deyelopment.decreational activities varied with
age of character and type of community. Varied kinds of interaction
between main character and community were evident; with community ac-
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ceptance sometisnes an influencing factor There were references to reli-
gion in nal of the books. and varying degrees of involvement in Church
activities Major aspects of the emotional lives of characters were career
plans personal development. andreactions to situations "unique to black
children Problems of loneliness and rejection were frequent

64 Fitzgerald, Alice Irene. "A Study of the Relative Effectiveness of Selected
Instructional Procedures in a College Course in Children's Literature."
University of Missouri, 1960 University Microfilm No 60-6804 139 pp.

Subjects were ninety-one female undergraduates of sophomore, junior,
and-senior status between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two They had
no teaching experienCe, The study was. designed to compare the achieve
ment of -three groupS of college students in a course in children's literature
taught by lecture, discussion, and independent study. The evaluation cri-
tenon was achievement in terms'of gains in learning as defined by specific
objectives of the course Two measures, chievement obtained weredb-
jective measures of. the students' knowledge of the subject matter of the
course and of their acquaintance with children's books. Pretests and post-
tests were administered and the gain scores used as the criterion variable.
There were no significant differences in achievement as defined by the ob-

, jectives of the course among the three groups There were rata...Significant
differences in achievement of acquaintance with children's books among
the groups Regardless of the instructional procedure followed, eackzf the
groupS made sigrilficant gains in achievement as defined by the objectives
of the course and significant gains in achieving acquaintance with
children's books.

65 Frankel, Herbert ewis. The Effects of Reading The Adventures of
Huckleberry inn on the Racial Attitudes of Selected Ninth Grade
Boys Tem University, 1972. University Microfilm No. 72-27,181.
282 pp.

Subjects were ninth grade male students at an all -boys academic high
school The experimental group was composed of twenty white and seven
black boys and the control group of sixteen white and nine black boys. The
two groups did not differ significantly in reading ability or 10 level. All sub-
jects read The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Boys in the experimental
group read the book in five daily installments with classroom teaching and
discussion The control group members read the -book at home as "outside
reading" without any direct teaching tfir. classroom discussions It-Was
reported that the study of Huckleberry Finn significantly changed the at-
tituas of adolescent boys toward blacks and the self-images of black
students It reduced hostile. feelings toward members of another race and
increased favorable attitudes toward members of another race. Study of the
book also strengthened subjects' feelings of worth as members of a racial
group. Students who studied the book in class showed significantly greater
positive change than those who read the book as "outside reading."



;-
66 Galloway, Mattel Louise. "An Analytical Study of trieExtent and Nature of

the Reviewing of Juvenile Books in Eight Jouknals and Newspar5ers
with Special Regard to Their Usefulness as Sel chon Aids for School
Libraries Columbia Unixersity, 1965 Univers4 y Microfilm Nor 65-
10 032 148 pp \ -

The study was liMited to 'the eight periodicals and newspapers most
frequently recommended in repreSentative standard works on ,juvenile
literature and school libraries. as aids for selecting current juvenile boOks.
These are Booklist and Subscription Books Bulletin, Bulletin of the Center
tor Children s Books, Elementary English, Horn Book Magazine, Junior Li-
braries. New York Herald Tribune Books. New York Times Book Review,
and Saturday Review The project focused on juvenile trade books
published in 1959 and reported in Publishers' Weekly's "Weekly Recorld." It
was found that only fourteen of the 1.617 listed were reviewed by all eight
publications One fourth of the books published in 1959 weFe reviewed in
none of the publications Oglytwo. Booklist and Junior Libraries, reviewed
more than 50 percent of the books published that year The 'reviews of the
fourteen books reviewed in all publications were then analyzed in terms of
the following gist of content. authority of the author, accuracy of subject
treatment, nature of plot and character development, special content tea-.
tures distinctive format characteristics. age or. grade levels for which
suited comp,arisons 'with other books by' the same author or on 'the same
subject, reader interests to which book would appeal, underlying values,
and curriculum or other specific uses The conclusions were. the reviews
commonly included statements of theme or nature of content, comments on
illustrations, and evaluations of quality and style of writing; the gqneral
tenor of the reviews was favorable. reviews of the same book were similar in
content. many reviewers merely described their impression of the books;
information about author or illustrator with which the readers might be unfa-
.miliar was frequently presupposed. some of the reviews,' regardless of
length. conveyed little more than the book's theme; reviews failed to make
adequate comparisons with other books by the same authorS or on the
same subject. reader interests to which a book-might appeal, specific uses
that might be made of a book, and format features other than the illustra-
tions were not treated appropriately

67 Geeslin, Dorine.Hawk. "A Descriptive Study of the Current Book Choices
of Pupils on Three Grade Levels A Search for the Effect of Reading Age
Upon _Reading Interests.-.. Florida State University, 1967. University
Microfilm No 67- 11,156

Subjects in the initial stage of the study were third, fifth, and seventh
graders The second stage of the study used two experimental groups, one
with chronological age of 8,- the other with chronqlogical age of 12. Both
groups had a reading age of 10. The firststage in the study was a descrip-
tive survey in which third. fifth, and seventh graders rated the interest ap-

. peal of books they had read. In' the second stage, each child in the two ex-
perimental groups was shown a pair of books and asked which one he
would prefer to read. Winnie the Pooh was the preferred book o third
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graders It was evident that sex-based divergence of irfterests was present
as early as third grade Experimental boys' choices did not seem to be
influenced by either reading age or chronological age. -Girls' choices were
influenced by age-mates, In Classrooms where girls had chronological
age-mates. girls chose books preferred by their age-mates; girls in clasg-
rooms with younger children did not make a significant number of choices
in accordance with age-mates

68 Georgiou, Constantine. "A Compilation and Analysis of Elements of
.... Literary Quality Expressed in. Fictional Works Found in Children's

Classics and the John Newbery Medal Books." New York University,
1963 University Microfiltri No. 64-6532.

Stands recommended children's classics and John Newbery Medal
books assified as fiction were analyzed by theme, plot, characterization,
and styl Two analyses' were carried out for each book. The first was a
descriptiv review of1, the book in. terms of literary merit. The second em-
ployed a ra ng scale The analyes were designed to look at the relation-
ship between the classic book and the Newbery Medal books and to
identify implications_ for fiction for children. Within the, larger class of

., fiction. it was determined that the books examined belonged to three cate-
gores fantasy, historical fiction, and realiklc fiction. The analyses indi-
cated that theme was the most important element in the fantasy books and
theme arid style were more important in the standard classics than in th
Newbery Medal books In the category of realistic fiction, theme and sty e
were of greatestimportance for recommended classics and characteri2
tion and theme were more important for Newbery books. Theme was of
greater importance in historidal fiction than in fantasy or reali.stic fiction
books. 4,

69 Gould, Kathryn Lewis. "Relationships of Creativity, Reading-Comprehen-
sion. Intelligence, and Response to a Literature Selection for Fourth
Grade "Innercity Children Ohio State University, 1972. University
Microfilm No, 72=20,963: 244 pp:

Subjects were 14 black fourth grade children in an innereity schobl. Test's
administered to the subjects were the Minnesota Tests of Creative Think-
ing, the California Short-Form Mental Maturity Test: the Gates-VacGinitie
Reading ComprehensionTesLand an information measure developed for
the study. the Literature. Response Instrument, which assessed creative
oral responses to a realistiC children's picture book. Statistically significant
relationships were ibund between verbal creativity and reading
comprehension, verbal creativity and intelligence, nonverbal creativity and
intelligence, reading comprehension and intelligence, and verbal
creativity -and sex, with the difference favoring, the girls. No significant refa-
tionships were found bettiveen nonverbal .reativity and reading
comprehension, .nonverbalcreativity and creative oral response to litera-
ture, reading comprehension and creative oral response to literature, and,
creative opal responseto literature and intelligence.
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70' Green law, Marilyn Jean. "A Study of the Impact of Technology on Human
Values as Reflected in MOdern Science Fictionjor Children." Michigan
State University. 1970 University MiGrofilm No 71,11,850. 201 pp

The sample consisted of all_ available science fiction books written for
children ages nine to fifteenby fifteen selected authbrs during the time pe-
riod 1945-1970 One hundred:thirty-three pieces from the following authors
were used Isaac Asimov.' Ben Bova, Arthur G. Clarke, Lester del Rey,
Robert Heinlein, Alexander Key, Madeleine L'Engle, A. M. Lightner, Su-
zanne Martel, Andre No?ton, Alan E ,.Nourse, Hugh Walters, and Jay .

Williams and ,Raymond Abrashkin.. Analysis indicated that children's
science fiction includes aspeCtS of individualism, privacy, nuclear power,
automation, and massiftcation of society Forty-eight percent of the books
read and coded reflected concern with technology's impact on values. The
concern was expressed in both thepatic and specify content. The authors'
of the books promoted the needr preservation of the values of indi-
vidualism and privacy It was concluded that children's science fiction is
not primarily escape literature It contains significant therne-s'and values
that are a cornmentary on society in general end techncilogy's impact on
.human values

71 Haas, Joyce H. Ethnic Polarization and School Library Materials: A
Content Analysis of 1.939 Fiction Books from030 New Jersey School Li-
braries Rutgers University. 1971 University Microfilm No 72-830.
211 pp

A sample of 1.939 fiction titles was analyzed by fifty-one coders. European-
American and Europeran characters, In Ameocan and European lettings,
predominated "Ethnic minority" characters tended to be pictured
separately and ,ifferently from "ethnic majority'' ,characters "Integration"
was typically an adult-child relationship and "minority.' and "majority'.
child characters rarely appeared togetller Models of Inter-group communi-
cation rarely involved both "minority'. Mld :Majority" children. There were
predommantly -minority" stores and predciminantIrmajOrity" stories but
few stories in between There were no statistically significant correlations
between the ethnic characteristics of the fiction corrections-and the ethnic
enrollment of the schools I-dowever, there were significant correlations
between the ethnic characteristics of the.eollections and ethnic and other
characteristics of the counties in whidhth.e'cbllectibhswere located. .

72 Hardgrave, Wilma Jean Baker. ''An. Interpretation of Kenneth. Burke's
Orderand the Narrative Applred to Selected 'Nevvbery Medal Novels for
Children New Mexico State UniVersity, 1970. University Microfilm No.
71-6429 131 pp

Randomly chosen Newbery Medal,novels were placed five groups to
represent the emphasis of the dramatic upon history, fantasy, anirlials,
other lands and cultures, and today. Only six of the seventeen novels
consideieclwer'e Judged to be properlyconstruCled narratives. It was con -
cluded that mannered language is characteristic of the novels -whieh are,
not: examples of order. Style, related acts, and a .variety of themes are
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characteristic of the six novels of order which represent all groups except
' the novel of, today The analyses made through the use of Darkean ques-.

tions gave more qerestiOns than answers: however, the approach did
provide a way to evaluate nOvelS for children as literature.

73 Hartswick; Donald Edward. "Developing Competency Based Teacher
Education Resource .Modules in Literary Appreciation." University of
Pittsburgh,. 1974. University Microfilm No. 74-12,673. 223 pp:

.,....

Experts in the teaching of literary appreciation were asked to provide sug-
gestions for developing modOles at three levels of competency;
-professional entry. advanced, and -specialization. Thetentative modules

ri then were critically reviewed by the advisory panel of experts. A pilot study

.s. was conducted using an instructional- module entitledDeveloping Literary
Appreciation. Young- Children" with undergraduate students ,at the
University of Pittsburgh. Growth of the participants was assessed as they
demonstrated th6'criterion'behav'ors corresponding to the competencies
listed in the instructional module. At the conclusion of the field test, par-
ticipants were interviewed. Conclusions were that t module and the
management system were adequate and that pa ants- responded fa-
vorably to involvement in the study and to the pote lities of competency
based programs.

74 Naught,. Evelyn Hunt. "Students' Patterns of Thinking in TieacheriLed
Group Discussions and Student-Led Small Group .Discussions of
Literature.- University of Illinois,. 1970. University Microfilm No. 71-
5120 125 pp

Subjects were eleven high school classes. Students' verbalizations were
-observed and tape recorded during 33 classes of teacher-led discussions .

end 22 classes of studeni-led discussions of literature. Teacher-led dis-
.

cussions. lasting 17 hours, 32 minutes, produced 2,256 verbalizations, or
14 per minute Student-led small group discussions, lasting 7 hours, 48
mutes, produced 7,416 verbalizations, or 15.85 per minute. Verbalize-

tons were analyzed and classified according to Guilford's Structure of In-
tellect by using a modification-of the Ashner-Gallagher System for Classify:

° ing Thought Processes in the Context of Classroom Verbal Interaction.
There was more verbal involvement in student-led small groups than in
teacher-led large groups. There was more perSonal identificatibn with
characters, situations, and truths in literature in small groups. There was
more freedom of expression ih small groups. Teacher-led group dis-.
cussions focused on convergent thinking and student-led discussions
focused on 'evaluation. There was ten percent less use of pure recall in
small groups and nine percent less divergent thinking in small groups.

75 Hayden, Gretchen Purtell. "A Descriptive Study of the Treatment of Per- .
sonal Development in Selected Children's Fiction Books Awarded the
Newbery Medal.- Wayne State University, 1969. University Microfilm
No 70-19,060. 303 pp.

Four Newbery AWard books were analy4ed as to the presentation of the
main character with special attention to personal development problems,
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resolution of those problems, and .the effect of the process on the
character's personal development. The method involved preparation of
precis, exerpts, analyses, and a summary of findings for each book. Cri-
teria used in the development were chosen on the basis of what psychia-
trists, psychologists, sociologists, phild'sOpher§- and educators have
identifted as important concerns in the child's development. Results sug-
gested that good books after the reader an opportunity to live vicariously
and to gain knowledge of alternatives in his own struggle 'to live within the
boundaries of society. Themes. identified in the books were difficulty of es-
tablishing a good relationship between. adult and child; need for a kind.of
morality to guide one's actions; importance of support from another human
being; acceptance of self and others; respect for authority; ability to handle
one's problems, necessity for cooperation; and planning for short term or
long term goals

76 Hayes,. Marie Therese. An Inve§tigatidn of the Impact of Reading on At-
titudes of Racial Prejudice," Boston University, 1969. University
Microfilm No 70- 12,175. 161 pp.

Subjects were 54 white eleventh graders. Nine books were selected as
prescribed reading. The books were of "nixed genre: six fiction, two
nonfiction and one photographic essay. Daily quizzes-were given to check
comprehension and amount of reading. Discussionsconcerning reactions
to the reading were held among students. Attitude scales administered to
the subjects consisted of the Bogardue Social Distance Scale, the
Hinckley Scale of Attitudes toward the Black, the Thurstone Scale of At-
titude toward Blacks, and the -Triendis Behavioral Differential. Stan
dardized tests administered were theEnglish COoperative Test: Reading
Comprehension and the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test: New Edi-
tion. The reading of selected works of 'a literary nature about Blacks
changed the subjects' attitudes in a direction favorable to Blacks. The boys
seemed to have experienced greater improvement than the girls. The girls
showed some gain, though the'change was not significant. There was a
significant positive correlation at the .01 level for the boys between IQ and
attitude toward Blacks. There was no significant relationship between IQ
and attitudes of the girls or of the group. There. was a significant positive
relationship at the .01 level for the boys between reading comprehension
and attitude toward Blackskon the correlation of reading comprehension
with the pretest scores

77 Hedges, Ned Samuel. "The Fable and the.Fabulous: The Use of Traditional
Form, in Children's literature." University of Nebraska, 1968.
University Microfilm No. 68-18,02Q. 255 pp.

The researcher points out that most lasting works of,children's literature
derive their narrative patterns and structures of meaning from ancient and
traditional literaryforms.and conventions, such as fable, myth, epic, and ro-
mance. This interpretive analysis looks at superior children's books which
use traditional forms in a variety of combinations. In Just So Stories, Kipling
combines - the narrative pattern of nature myth with the conception of

IF
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character typical of the beast fable. The physical traits acquired by animals
tend to affirm specific human values or condemn certain human corrup-
tions In Wind in the Willows, Kenneth-Grahame uses the traditional func- '
tlon of fable in his satiric treatment of social and political corruption. He
uses the traditional function of epic in his assertion of a cultural ideal. In
The Hobbit, Tolkien employs the devices of riNdieval chivalric romance in
the nature of the quest, the nature of the hero, arib the symbolic rendering of
the forces of good and evil.

78 Henze, Mary Vance. "Children's Responses to Literary Style." Universityof
Arkansas, 1972. University Microfilm No. 72:29,669. 124 pp.

"Subjects were 102 middle to upper-middle socioeconomic level sixth-
.

grade children .enrolled' in two elementary schools. There Was one experi-
mental room and one control room in each school. The instrument used was
an attitude questionnaire consisting of twelve examples from Chapter I of,
The Hobbit and asix7point rating scale. A test over elements of style Was
also used 'During the four week experirrTntal period, the exp'trimental
groups were tested on elemerrM of styleught for ten sessions, then
retested. The control groups were tested once but were not taught about
elements of style. The attitude questionnaire was administered during the
final session Experimental and control groups did not differ in initial
knowledge about elements of style. Children in the experimental group
knew significantly more about elements of literary style after instruction
than control group members knew when they made their responses. The
children responded most favorably to exam les with alliteration, onomato-
poeia, striking similes, and vivid imagery. ere wad no significant reth-
tionship between children's test scores 4rJite ary style and their scores on
listening enjoyment.

79 Hershberger, Hazel Kuhns. "A Core Library for Individualized Reading
in the Elementary School Based Upon Pupil Interest Choices Identified
by Teachers Recommended by a Survey of Selected Experts." George
Washington University. 1968. University Microfilm No. 69-5206. 157
PP,

Methods employed were 1) arrexamination of related literature to ascertain
Me ten most sigtficant studies in which a comparisonlwas made between,
results of methods of individualized reading and ability-grouping; 2) in-
formal person- to - person telephone contacts with the authors of those
studies to request recommendation of competent teachers in the field of in-
dividualized reading who Would be willing to cooperate in this study; 3)
follow-up letters to the authors; 4) selection of teachers from the lists pro-
vided; 5) study of four authoritative graded libroryjiSts from which separate
graded lists were derived for each elementary grade; 6) the subrhissiondf
these lists to the cooperating teachers for the purpose of checking, through
pupil choices at each grade level, a minimum of thirty best liked books and
other well liked books; 7) an analysis of the returned lists; and. 8) the
formulation bf a core list for each elementary grade. The findings indicated
a marked consistency in the demonstrated interests of Students at various
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grade levels:Teacher's Varied considerably in checking of the lib ry
lists: the variation ranging from the relues1110d fig f 30 best liked ti es to
the recommendatron "of 240 titles. The resulting core library list is.
.presented. by.itades, in the body of the dissertation.

,

80 Hession, C. Ninetta diBenedetto1 "An Examination of 'Methods of Having
Beginning Readers Acquire Basic Sight Vocabula-ry through e Use of1.

Recommended .-Picture-Story Books Incorporating .a Mutt' edia Ap-
proach." Columbia Uversit01-973. Univeictsity M40rofilm o 74-9641.
11.5 pp":

. .

Subjects were thrde groups of ,randomly selted first graders, pre-
dominantly white. One -group used fifteerkpicturestory books and their ac-

-companying cassettes. The Children worked with them for one hour a day
on three consecutive days during their first six weeks of school. A com-
parison group. randomly seletted frOm the same population,..drille.d on
thirty of the words on the Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary Word List which oc-
curred ?nost frequently in the selected stories. A third group spenrhalf the
time working with Group I above and the other half With Group 11. Group I
averaged more word gains than the other two, and Group II the least.
fiowever. differences between the groups were not statistically significant.
Differences in each group from pretest to posttest showed statistical
significance at the 001 level, indicating that each group did gain. Children
who have free access to goN childre s life lure, presented in multimedia
form. will acquire a, basic. sight vo binary ual to or better -than those
children exposed .to an approach emphasiz g drill on;specCfic sightwords

81 Hillman, Judith Zoe Stevinson. "Analysis of pare and Fe ale Roles in
Two Periods of Children's Literature." University of N braska at Lin-

, coln, 1973. University' Microfilrp NO. 73-25,450. 170 p

Twenty books, equally representing two*time periods (the 1930s erV the
1960s to 19.71), were analyzed. )the comparison indicated that Vie nuMber
of males'was much greater than the numbor of females in the 'aarly period

< 01y and in the recent period (p.< .05). Males were .showli fo be
physically aggressive and competent in both periods anChfemales retained
the charloteristics of affilittion dependence and sadness. Male characters
appeare5. to be more verbally aggressiiie, angry, and joyous in the e'acly
'period and to express more surprise and fantasy in the recept period. Fe-
Males exhibited' more physical affection,..nurturance, fantasy, and excite-
mententicipation in the early period and became more angry and curious
in the recent period. Stereotypic trait$,were more prevalent in the easly pe-
riod tAsi in the recent period, indicating a broadening of sex role stan-
dards over the7three. decades.'The greatest differences in sex roleS inot'
volved the diversity of occupations related to each sex. Males were
depicted in jobs associated with power and prestige, While females were
cast in dortrestic roles with few exceptions,
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82 Hoff, Miltdn John. 'A Study of the Importance of Literature for Fostering

% , international Understanding in the Juni Or High ,School University of

North Dakota 1970 University Microfilm No 70-21.100 131 pp

.^
An objective questionnaire was sent to each of the fifty state educatfoncle-
partments in me Unit e41 States to determine attitudes toward the subject of
international understanding and efforts for the use of literature in this role.

A -similar questionnaire was sent to eighteen publishers of /literature
textbooks and materials for junior high school to determine the pAst and fu-

ture consideration given international understanding in their pub,licationk
tnterviews were also conducted with educators in London, Hamburg, Paris,

Oslo and Copenhagen. and with personnel from Unesco headquarters in
r- Paris and from the Unesco Institute of Education in Hamburg The pre-

\-;.lorninant attitude was that literature was an important vehicle for fostering
international under'standing. however., the program carried on by the
DniniSh Ministry.of Educalign s9Nmed to be the only organized effort for use

of literature in such a manner. Several attributes peculiar to literature as a
",,,diurn for international understanding were indicated through literature's
provisions for the vicarious experience and an if-identification with a
i,ction'ai ch . as well as its versatility aS an art form

83 Homze, Alma ^ oss. "Interpersonal Relationships in Children's Literature,
.

1920 to 1960 Pennsylvania State University, 1963. University

Microfilm No 64-5366 222.pp
Seventy-eight selected realistic fictional books for children were examined
to determine 1) interpersonal relations among adult and child characters in
terms of nine categories of behavior, 2) the location of the interaction with

the number sex. relationship, occupation, socioeconomic status, and ,

ethnic group of the characters in the interactions. and 3) the themes of the

books to note how behaviors and background items were portrayed in
children s literatuxe published at five-yeas intervals from 1920 to 1960 and

to look at chahges in those fa-ctocs fbm the 1920-1940 period to the 1945-
1960 period Adult characters were shown to be decreasingly authoritarian

and decreasingly critical in heir relationships with child characters in
publicaticins fro the later pe iod Child characters were increasingly out-
spoken and e'critical in interactions with adult characters. Children
increasingly d rect,ed their-own behavior and asserted their independence
in intOractions with other children Increasing competition and less affec-
tion were apparent among adults- and children. Locations were more
,diverse and characters increasingly mobile. Books indicated a rural/urban
inigra,ti,on and children's oreference for interactions in unsupervised areas.
The size of book families decreased, the numbers of male _characters
incread..and the activities of male and female children were increasingly
separated Children's books. presented a predominlantly homogeneou-
population of middle-class American Caucasians.

Ji

84 Hoover, Emily Dale. "Trade Book Preferences of OhiO Elementary School

Children Univ'er'sity of Akron, 1971. University Miarofirtn No. 72 -8946.

'249 pp a
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Third through ninth grade children in 115 Ohio public libraries expressed
their opinions on 8 158 trade books of their selection on an interest scale
and on a reading difficulty scale The,study produced a bibliography Qf 262

6preferred trade books Age frequencies by sex indicated that the greatest
percentage of response from boys was at age 10 and for girls, at age 11
Ratings .ndicated that bins' reported more reading difficalty with their se-
lections than cipd the girls Many of the book's chosen were classics and
modern children s books considered to be high in literary merit Many of
the books mentioned .Were books of humor, adventure. mystery. animal
stories scienc,ektiction end fantasy There were also many books which in-
dicatQd children's involvement with social issues of the times Books origi-
nally pub) shed since 1950 represented more than three-foufths of the
books on the preferred list/

85 Horne, Rose Nell. "A Study of the Use of Figurative Language by Sixth
Grade Children ,University of Georgia 1966 University Microfilm No
67-3555 13,0 pp

The study was designed 11 to investigate the effectiveness of activities
centered around children's literatdre on pupils, use and understanding of
figurative language 21 to study the effect of the activities on pupils reading
vocabulary and comprehension and 3) to examine the relationship of age.
sex. IQ. and socioeconomic status to the use and understanding of figures

:of speech The experimental grotip of 73 sixth grade children took part in
24 work sessions to Increase their grasp of fures of speech Before and
after the sessions these students and the 72 Control subjects took tests and
submitted writing examples The experimental group scored significantly
nigher t 01 ieveli n .frequency of use and understanding of figures of
speech at the end of )tae sessions but the scores on reading and vocabu-
lary of the tvvo groups did Rot differ significantly High 10 scores tended to.
accompany the understanding of. buts not the use of, figures of speech
Age. sex. and socioeconomic status hact.no significant'effects

86 Ishikawa, Kivoharu. "Teacher Attitudes t ward School Library An Investi-
gation of Library .Service Levels Relat d to Teacher Characteristics
George Peabody College for Teachers. 972 University Microfilm No
72-25.39 t 138.pp

Two school librariesA (designated as a g d school library) and D
(designated as a poor school library) were sele ted for the investigation.
The teachers and their attitudes toward the school\ ibrary in schools A and
D were Subjects of the investtgatiori Two instrument were administered to
the teachers in the schools The results obtained from nalysis of data sug-
gest that 11 the teachers in school A were more positiv in attitude toward
the six areaS of school library. service than the teachers in chool.D. 2) there
was no significant difference in the teachers' attitudes towa dthe school li-
brary in,relation to the professionaf characteristics of teache excepe that
teachers who used the school library fn their student teaching ad a more
positive attitude toward the school library than the teachers not ing it in
their student teaching. and 31' there w.as no significant difference in
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teachers attitudes toward the schobi library in relation to the personal
characteristics- the teachers

87 Jakiel, Stanley James. "An Analysis of Popular Ninth Grade Literature An-
thologies with Respect to Selected Objectives for the Study of Litera-
lure in the Ninth Grade State University of New York at Buffalo, 19?0`- university Microfilm No 71.16 454 -

Research on the subject of objectives for literature study was examined, as
were writings of scholars in the field of literature study in the secondary
school Materials from the publishers of ten ninth grade anthologies were
examined The materials included the anthologies., guides, resource
books and descriptive brochures Analysis Cif the objectives stated and im-
plied in these materials produced a list of -Seletled Objectives" 1)
developing a permanent reading habit based on the enjdyment of litefa-
lure 2) showing that literature is art, 3) assisting the student to learn°
necessary literary terminology and more about himself and the world, and

improving the teaching of writing and language

88 Jennings, Robert Edmond. The Effectiveness of. Microfiche Copies of
Trade Books on Selected Fourth Grade Children's Reading Achieve-
ment Reading Attitudes, and Use of Library Books University of
Georgia. 1972 University Microfilm No 73.5718 167 pp

Micro) iche copies of 112 children's trade books'and two Xerox classmate
Readers were put into three fourth-grade classrooms to assess their effect
on children's reading achievement, attitudes toward reading. and use of li-
brary books The pupils were allowed twenty minutes daily for independent
reading They could choose to read books of their own, library books, pa-
perbacks. or magazines Experimental group children had these choices,
plus the option of reading microfiche materials The children were tested
on a pretest-posttest basis to evaluate reading vocabulary, reading
;comprehension, and attitude toward reading No significant differences
were found between control and experimental groups for attitudes toward
reading, reading vocabulary, or reading comprehension However, the
main effects of race and the interaction of treatment and race for vocabu-
lary and for comprehension were statistically significant. The white
children in the control group did significantly better than black children in
the same group However, the two races differed little in the experimental
group It was also found that the advantage of the experimental treatment
for the black children was so nearly counterbalanced by the advantage of
the control Treatment for the white pupils that no significant main effect
could be found 'When the Mann-Whitney U Test was applied to the data ob-
tained from the librarian, a significant difference was found in the number
of books checked out of the school library by the two groups. The control
group children checked Out a significantly greater number of books.

89 Johns, Jerry L. "Expressed Reading Preferences in Intermediate Grade
Students in Urban Settings Michigan State University, 1970.
University icrofilm No 71-2091. 182 pp,

Subjects were 97 intermediate grade children from four large innercity
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districts including 515 black students and 82 white. and Mexican-
American students Inollie 'first phase of the study. five pairs-of illustrations
trorn modern realistic children s books were selected to depict stark,
crowded conditions of innercity or rural life or to show more favorable living
conditions ofinnercity and suburban areas Childrer viewed one slide at a
time and listened to a taped description of the setting After viewing, they
responded to three questions about each pair of slides In phase two, sub-
jects were given descnptions'Of five characters with positive self-concept
and f,ve with negative self-concept Again, they answered three questions
for each pair of character descriptions Phase three presented live descrip-
tions of positive group 'interaction and five descriptions of negative group
interaction and children answered three questions foc each pair of.group
interaction descriptions InnercrtiLN children expressed statistically
significant 01) reading priji erence for books which depict middle class
settings characters with positive self-concepts and characters in positive
group interactions There were significant positive relationships between
expressed reading preferences of subjects for setting and 1) their percep-
tion of their home environments and 2) the home environment in which they
would prefer to live There were significant positive relationships b tween
readifig L)reterence for characters and 1) the type of person they rceive
as being most like themselves and 2) the type of person they wo d rather
tv -and between reading preference for group interaction an 1) type of
group interaction they perceive as most like the group with whom they live
or"pi,iy and 2) the type of group interaction they see as most like the group
w,th whom they prefer tb live or play

90 Jones, Marian Ilene, An Analysis of Preschool Children's Responses to
Voluntary Participation in Story-Readipg Arizona State University,
1971 University Microfilm No 71-26.591 117 pp

Two groups of preschool children, four and five years of age, were selected
as the population Both classes were taught by the same teacher in the
same classrooM The morning class served as the control group and the.
afternoon class as the experimental group. For eleven sessions, whichre'r"--/
extended over a four week period. story-reading sessions were offered. to
the experimental gran These sessions consisted of playing tapes, ap-
proximately thirty minillps in length, on which had been recorded the. story
content of selected children's books IllustratioDS in the 'books were
displayed and attendance in the group was voluntary. After a one-week
lapse period. ten observations were made in both the control and exlberi:.
Mental groups to determine the number of children who chose to look at
books as a free choice activity and to determine the number of books han-
dled by the children in .both groups Ninety percent of the experimental
group Participated at least once during the treatment period for part or all
of at least one story session. It was found that there was no significant dif-
ference between the number of children in the experimental and control
eoups whb chose books as a free choice activity after the story treatment
period
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Kauffman, Melva Grace. "An' Analysis of the Jeacher as Portrayed in
Modern Juvenile FiCtion Columbia University, 1962 University
Microtiim No 63-2263 311 pp

Thp ourpOse of the study was to examine Juvenile fiction to observe how
authors picture teachers.. to note at what point tn the development of the
plot the teacher is or is not influential in changing thought and behavior of
other characters, to observe the significance of the changes that take place
I rli the teacher and or other characters as a result of the interaction. and to
consider what implications the study may have for youth who have yet to
choose a career and for the program of study for preservice teachers The
analysis of teachers was based on 80 books written for pupils in grades six
through nine, published between 1945 and 1956. and appearing on at least
three highly recommended book lists Thirty otthe eighty books on the list
portrayed teachers The eighty-five teacher characters were analyzed ac-
.p:)rding To their prominence in the story, age. sex. teaching level and sub-
jects taught and attitudes of the other characters toward the teacher. At-
titudes toward most of tfrre eighty-five teachers were favorable. All but
twelye were admired or respected for one quality or another The fictional
portraits indicated that reason and reasonableness dominate relations
among teachers and pupils

,92 Kelly. Robert Gordon. Mother Was a Lady Strategy and Order in
Selected American Children s Periodicals 1865-1890 University of
Iowa 1970 University Microfilm No 71-5770 321 pp

Domestic fiction appearing in several popular children's periodicals
piJblisned during the period 1865-1890 was chosen for analysis.
Magazines used-were St Nicholas. The Youth's Companion, Wide Awake,
Our -Young Folks, and Riverside Magazine'for Young People. It was found
that the ticlion tended toward two basic narrative patterns or formulas
shaped in part by the conditions of publishing and in part by ideological
considerations that may be traced to characteristics of the social class
which produced the magazines The two formulas give evidence of the

-ideal social types considered to be appropriate models of emulation for a
republican society. as well as unresolved tensions concerning the nation's
growing cities. the responsibilit .of a cultural elite in a democratic so-
ciety and changing notions about childhodd

93 Kingsbury, Mary Emily. "Socialization for Work and Leisure: Cultural
Values Reflected in Children's Literature University of Oregon, 1973.
UniversityMicrofilm No 73-28.606. 164 pp.

Content analysis techniques were applied to numerous quotations-to de-
termine what is actually written about work and leisure in children's fiction.
The sample of books Studied consisted of ninety-one works of realistic
fiction cited in the Children's Catalog or in lists of outstanding children's,

oThooks published in the 1930s. 1950s. and 1970s. Leisure did increase.
in importance when frequency of mention was used as the criterion;
for example. leisure citations for adult characters increased by 9 percent
from the 1930s to the 1970s. Adult models used their time in spectator
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activities 29 percent of the time in the 1970s, an increase of 10 percent over
the 1950s Work citations appeared 2,7 times more often than leisure cita-
tions over all three time periods and middle-class occupations dominated
the books. with white-collar jobs accounting for 59_ percent of all the cita-
tions in newer books Children's books presented a distorted picture of
women Working women were not adequately represented in number or in
kinds of work assigned to them and the leisure activities of female
characters were neither as numerous nor as varied as those of the male
characters By and large, the same values were transmitted whether they
were related to work or to leisure Theauthor concluded that books studied
neither accurately reflect the nature of work done nor the significance of
leisure available in our society.

94 Kingston, Carolyn Tietje. -Exemplifications of the Tragic Mode in Selected
Realistic FiCtion for Eight -to- Twelve- Year -Old Children Columbia
Univdrsity. 1968 University Microfilm No 69-665. 426 pp

The fifty-three books Which were selected as examples belonged to Jive
.catgories of Major tragic conflicts rejection, entrapment, sensitivity, war,
and loss These works illustrated man's capacity for nobility of thought and
action and the stories had the capacity for universal extension generally
associated with tragedy Although children's stories deviate from the
olssical tragic form. it was found that the underlying tragic feeling of the
v0Wrk remains basicapy the same in literature for children and adiilts.

41.1r.

95 Kiser, George Edward. :A Study of Selected Indicators of Children!s.
Interest-in-Reading University of Kentucky, 1968. UniversityMicrofilm
No 69-17.528 82 PP

Subjects were elementary grade chifdren. Four indicators for measuring
interest in reading were used the San Diego County Inventory of Reading
Attitude.. standardized verbal- achievement test scores, peer ratings, 'and
teacher ratings Subjectt Were placed in Ipw, average, and high interest in
reading groups by sex, at each of-three grade levels on the basis of actual
amounts of reading done Scores of each of the indicators were collected
for each group and analyzed to determine which of the indicators effec--'.
tively differentiated between interest in reading groups. Results indicated
that 1) scores from three of the indicators were higher for girls than for boys:.
2) boys scored higher than girls on.the standardized verbal achievement
test. and 3) the San Diego County Inventory was more effective for boys
than girls. and more effective for boys in grades 3-6. However, since grade
levels and sex operate to destroy the overall validity of most indicators, the
author cited a need to find more effective ways to measure interest in read-
ing as an aid in improving reading instruction.

96 Klein, Howard A. ,interest and Comprehension in Sex-Typed Materials."
Syracuse University,:1968 University Microfilm No. 69-8632.

Two groups of boys'and two groups of girls from 13 fifth grade
in Canada were the subjects. Six stories centered on three occupations:
ballet dancer, pilot, and social worker..Each story was written in two ver-
sions. one with a female main character and one with a male main
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character One group of each sex read three stories in the male version and
three in the female version The other group of each sex read the same
stories with the sex versions reversed Interest in the stories was measured
with a sematic differential forma( and also a like-dislike statethent scale.
Comprehension was checked by using a 50 deletion 'doze test for each
story with every seventh word deleted Sex-appropriate occupations were
rated higher in interest by each sex Boys rated male main characters
significantly higher than female main characters in only the pilot situation;
girls rated female main characters higher than male in each occupation.
Semantic differential profiles indicated that boys and girls react to the
same character in distinct ways CI-ranging the sex of the main character
within the same context did not affect comprehension of the content by
either sex. Low ability boys and girls' doze scores were significantly
higher for preferred sex-typed content

97 Lancasteil, Joyce Woodward. "An Investigation of the Effect of Books with
Black Characters on the Racial. Preferencesof White Children Boston
University. 1971 University Microf ilm No 71-26,711, 144 pp.

Subjects were 125 fifth grade students in an all white suburban School. A.
picture test was constructed to measure effect of reading books with black

characters on the racial preferences of white children The test, based on
the work of Horowitz. was called the Race Activity Decision Criteria Picture
Test Fifty-sex children's books. rated as high literary quality and able to
foster good race relations. were read by the students voluntarily during
class time For analysis. -subjects were divided intb two groups: 1) those
with no racial preference or bias toward blacks and 2) those with prejudice
against blacks Analysis of the effect of reading on racial preference
showed no single one-to-one relationship For subjects in the bias-no
'preference group the greater the number of books read, the less often race
Was used as a decision-making criterion. For the prejudice group, the
greater the number of books read, the higher prejudice scores. Results. for
both groups were significant at the 05 level. The author points Out that it is
clear that we do not have sufficient knowledge to predict the effect of
particular books on individuals

98 Lawson, Cornelia V. "Children's Reasons and Motivations for the Selection
. of Favorite Books' University of Arkansas, 1972. University Microfilm
No 72-10.208 93 pp

A survey of 695 fifth grade students determined their favorite books and the
reasons and motivations for choosing those books. The data obtained from
the student survey were used to prepare a questionnaire which was
administered to twenty-six classroom teachers and twenty-four children's
librarians Results of the study showed that the children identified 469 dif-
ferent titles as their favorite books. The reasons given for book choices
were content and theme, specifiC interests, funny, emotional-personal
reactions. characters. biography-true, exciting, family and school life,
good. Interesting, authors The children identified the folldwing areas for
their motivation friends and peers, themes, informational needs, teachers,
librarians. family influences, book orders and gifts, favorite authors, televi-
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sion, and movies The primary interests were animals, mystery and ghost
stories. fantasy and science-fiction, sports and sport biography, friends
and school -life Significantly more below-average than average or above-
average readers identified their favorite book as being the same as their
current library book or last read library book. Teachers end librarians
'showed no significant difference in perceiving the reasons children gave
for selecting their favorite books Teachers, however, ranked significantly
better than librarians in perceiving children's motivations for reading li-
brary.books

99 Lewis. Isabel Rogers. "Some Effects of the Reading and Discussionof
Stories on Certain Values of Sixth Grade pupils." University of
California at Berkeley. 1967 University Microfilm No. 68-5679.

Eleve'n short stones portraying the desirability of nurturance and the unde-
sirabi aggressiveness and selfishness were read by two groups of 54
sixth de children. each over a period of two weeks. After the reading,
Prti cakop discussed the stones and the values A.third group of stu-il CASed the values but did not read the stories. The fourth group

of h- r or read the stones and they did not discuss the values. A semi-
rojective Test of Values constructed by the experimenter. was ad-

ItynIstered to all subjects before and after the experiment. Data indi-
... 'a.teb that literature affects values Reading without -disaission produced

significant increases in'eggressive feeling, decreases in selfish feeling,
decreases in nurturantjeeling increases in prOjected aggressive behavior,
and decreases in projpcted nurturant behavior Discussion of values
without reading stapes resulted in no significant changes but showed a
trend toward increa50 aggressiveness Reading, followed by discussion,
produced significanrr:.;hange Aggressiveness was reduced and was ac-
comPanied by a trend toward increase in nurturance as well as an increase
n projectedselfish feeting There were no significant changes for the

group which had no treatrkent of reading or discussion.

.

100 -Lewt'S Ileneva Belt Akin. "4 Comparison of Kindergarten Teachers' Per-
ceptions of Children's Preferences in Books with the Children's Actual
Preferences East Texas State. 1970. University Microfilm No. 71-226.
162 pp

Subjects were twenty white female kindergarten teachers who volunteered
to participate and 100 randomly selected kindergart n children, evenly
divided to constitute a sample of white males, white fe ales, black males
and black females.' Analysis was made to determine hether there were
significant differences between teachers' perceptio s of books that
children like or dislike, between book preferences of boys and girls, and
between book selecttons of black children and white children. Ten books
from six categories were used: Children in general, children in ghetto
areas. Negro heritage. history and science, animals, and fantasy. Teachers
selected. on the basis of book titles and covers, the .book a kindergarten
child would most like to hear and the one he would least like to hear.
Children selected on the same basis. In only two categories, children in
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general and history and scienae, were teachers.able to predict books the
4thildren would like to have read to them. Girls showed a preferencefoP
children in general books and boys for animal and fantasy books. Black
children strongly favored children in ghetto areas books while white
children disliked them. More black than white children disliked animal
books Signsfitantly more white childi.en than black -children favored fan-
tasy books

101 Lewis, William Joseph. "A Comparison of Responses of Adolescents to.
Narrative and Lyric Literature and Film." Florida State University, 1972.
University Microfilm Na. 72- 27,923. 143 pp.

The tenth grade subjects read two literary selections and viewed two films
paired by the investigator on the basis of their similarities in treatment of
subject and theme Students' written responses to the four selections were
categorized and analyzecron the basis of how they reacted to the materials.
Categories used for analyzing responses were: literary judgments, in-
terpretational responses, narrational reactions, associational responses,
self-involvement, prescriptive judgments, and a miscellaneous 'category.
Students tend to judge materials (both literature and film) mow than they
respond :in any other way, either having strong preferences for or reactions
against a selection. They interpret film significantly more than they interpret
literature The students narrate literature more than they narrate film. Boys
appeared to have stronger opinions about what they read and view than do
girls. Girls give evidence of more self-involvement in materials than do
boys Results indicated that adolescents respond differently to film than
they do to literature when selections are comparable and, in four of the six
main categories of responses, there were statistically significant dif-
ferenc4 in the response patterns to the two media.

102 Lickteig, Mary Jane. "A Comparison of Book SelectiOn Preferences of
Inner-City and Suburban Fourth and Sixth Graders," University of
Oregon. 1972 University Microfilm No. 72-20,922.

Fourth and sixth grade children from innercity and suburban schools were
defined as below level, on-level, or above-level in reading ability as de-
termined, by the comprehension score on the Iowa Basic Skills Test. Data
about children's book choices were gathered three times during thttesting
period Students were shown eight books representing eight categories of
literature. A brief summary of each book was read and children were asked,
to rank the books in the order of preference.. Children in grades four and six,
innercity and suburban, preferred books in the science-fiction categorV. -

Books in the humorous category were also preferred bylourth graders and
mystery and detective stories by sixth graders. Least preferred books were
in categories of suburban life and frontier and pioneer stories. Children in
the innercity tended to prefer Negro fiction more than did -suburban
children, while suburban children preferred horse stories more than didin-.
nercity children. Tht results of the study indicated no consistent relation-
ship -between book selection preferences of innercity and suburban
children'
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,1Q3 Livengood, Dorothy.Kroft. 'The Effect of Bibliother Upon Peer Re la-
lions and Democratic Practices in a Sixth Grade Classroom
University of Florida. 1961 University Microfilm No 64-11,553 239 pp.

Subjects were an experimAtal group of sixth graders, characterized as
an undemocratic class." from one school and a,control group selected

frOm the. sixth graders of another school Subjects were tested with the
Kuhlman- Anderson Intelligence Test, sociometric instruments,. including
the Ohio Social Acceptance Scale and scattergrams based on committee
choices and measurements of personality which included the Rosenzweig
Personality-Frustration Study, a Self-Rating Personality Scale, and Who's
Who in My Group Twenty-six selections from children's literature were
read to the experimental group After tests were repeated and scores, the
thirty experimental group pupils were matched with children from the
second school Reading gains by both grdtips were not significant. Al-
though the class asra whole seemed to lose in od relations and demo-
cratic practices. at least. one -fifth of the rejected children seemed to gain
socially and seven-tenths.ot the group showed g ins in personality traits.
Cnildren low in intelligence and social acceptance eemed more likely to
prolrt frnm bibliotherapy

104 Lyons, Patricia Anne. The Effect of Children's Literature and Oral Dis-
cussion on the Reading Achievement of First and Second Grade
Children. Ohio State University. 1972 University Microfilm No. 73-
2058 164 pp

. ,

One class at each grade level in four schools participated. Schools were
paired and randomly assigned to treatment AP additional first and second
grade class served-as11,,no-treatment control Pretreatment equivalerite of
groups was established by statistical analysis of parental occupations and

4. existing reading scores Programs were administered for twenty Minutes
three times each week for twelve weeks The first program provided rich
adult linguistic input through reacting aloud and discussion of high quality
childreris literature selected' on the basis of an analysis of syntactic com-
plexity and richness of vocabulary. The second provided increased op-
portunities for active language useby the child in the context of,haring,
discussion. and other. oral language activities. Alternate fqrms of the
California. Achievement TestReading, 1970, Level 1were administered
at the end of the experimental period in December and in May Scores on
the Peabody Picture. Vecabulary Test and the Linguistic Structure Repeti-
tion Test were also obtained In May, the teachers whose classes had par-
ticipated' completed a questionnaire about their Tioutine practices with
respect to reading literature aloud and oral language activities. Data
.analysis indicated that ither of the twelve week experimental programs
-Significantly affected re ing achievement. Significant differences existed
on the May reading test avoring the control group on measures of word
recognition and total reading in grade one, the literature and control
groups on the camp ension measure in grade two, the literature group-
over the sharing group the total reading measure in grade two, and for
the total. group, the litera .re and control groups on the comprehension
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measure. Questionnaire responses indicated that the second grade litera-
ture and control group teachers read aloud more frequently and used
bboks often recommended for higher grades.

105 McCloskey, .Elinor Florence. "A Study of the Free Reading Interests of
Sixth .Grade Negro iiloys Living in Disadvantaged Areas in the City of
New York Columbia University, 1966. University Microfilm No. 67-
5539.

Subjects were 120 sixth grade black boys enrolled in public schools in
disadvantaged areas of New York City.. On a one-to-one basis,. they were
asked to respkid to ten questions. Reading interests elicited by the ques-
tioning were classified and data from three subgroupsuppei quarter
students, lower quarter students, and boys over 13 years--,:were compared.
The boys reported that they liked to read because they thought it was a use-
ful task which would help them with present or future economic, academic,
or occupational needs. Boys who did not like- to read said it was too
difficult The disadvantaged black boys showed strong interest in
nonfiction book categories and 'a stronger interest in sports books than
other studies have suggested for a general population of boys. Science
was a popular topic with lower quarter boys, and fiction was discussed
most often by boys in the upper quarter. Subjects seemed to have dibculty
describing aspects of books that they did not like.

106 McKay, Mary Agnes. The Expressed Reading Interests of Intermediate
Grade Students from Selected Schools in the Metropolitan Pittsburgh
Area University of Pittsburgh, .1971, University Microfilm No. 71 -26,
168. 160 pp

Subjects were 791 fourth, fifth, and ixth grade children with lOs ranging
from 69 to 147 and reading achieve ent scores ranging from 2.3 to 11.7,
The group. incliided 362 girls and 429 boys, 617 of them white and 174
black. An instrument used for determining reading interests was developed
for use in this study. Relationships between reading interests and in-
telligence, reading achievement, age, sex, socioeconomic level, grade
level, geographic location, and race were explored. Brighter, students
chose biography, humor, and mystery more often than did slower students.
It was also evident that student6 who scored 'low on tests of reading
achievement lacked interest in reading anything. As students' reading
achievement increased, they were less interested in reading about school
activities. Overall, the categories of adventure, animals, mystery, and
sports were popular with all students in the study. It was concluded that the
factors of reading achievement, sex, and intelligence exert the greatest
influence on reading interests of intermediate children.

107 McLaughlin, Mary Ann. "Thematic Analysis and Derripera Value
Identification in Realistic Fiction for Children Concernin.;.r. American
Wartime Involvement, 1939-1,971." Michigan State University, 1973.
University Microfilm No. 73-29,707. 336 pp.

In Part I Of the study, the researcher read and evaluated q3 books identified
through five professional bibliographic sources. Content analysis was
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used to determine the extent to which thematic and value determinations
ware those inherent in the democratic philo\sophw. In Part H, the reliability
study, 12 adult professionals and 224 fifth and sixth grade children
evaluated the same theme values contained VI three selected books.
Results of Part I indicated that fiction for children concerning American
wartime Involvement does contain the themes and values defined as demo-
cratic by the researcher. The reliability study showed that boys and girls
agree with the professioiafal adults to a large extent on the themes and
values found in wartime fiction

108 . cLeod, Anne .ScOtt. "A Mal Tale. Children's Fiction and Americai4
Culture. 1820-1860.- UrlrGersity of Marylartid\, 1973. University Microfilm
No 73-28, 868. 259 pp.

The study examines the fiction written for children in the United States
between 1820, and 1860 as it reflealed the culture and mood of that era.
Analysis indicates that Antebellum Americans rejoiced in the opportunities
offered by a swiftly expanding economy, but they recoiled from the fiercely
competitive. ambitious spirit it bred, and they feared the disappearance of
traditional values AntebelluM children's fiction was highly didactic and
literarily very limited, but it provides a suggestive index to many social and
personal values widely accepted in the period. It was designed not as
entertainmerh for children but as an aid to moral education of future
citizens Idealized characters were strongly inner-directed individuals, ca-
pable of holding to high moral standa'rds in a world usually described in
the fiction as hazardous and unpredictable both morally. and physically.
The fiction written toward ihe.end of the period reflected both an increased
awareness of social reality and a growing pessimism aboUt traditional so-
lutions to social problems.

109 McReynolds,,Janet Kay. Study of Common Aspects Found in Selected
Literature for Adolescents, 1966 to 1970." Southern Illinois University,
1971 University Microfilm No 72-10,269. 145 pp. .

Eighty-one bOoks recommended in at least three of five sources were
chosen for study Of the recommended literature for adolescents, 58
percent was fiction, 37 percent nonfiction, and 5 percent poetry: No drama
was recommended. A principal char'acter in 76.6 percent of the fiction
books was an adolescent twenty years of age(); younger. Racial strife was
a concern in 19.5 percent of the recommended fiction and nonfiction
books .None of the books surveyed.was concerned with space or space ex-
ploration, high school dropouts, drugs, or religion. The major characters in
21. percent of the fiction books were white middle class. The only black
class represented in recommended fiction was the lower black class. It
was concluded that controversial and tabbo subjects are generally absent
in the recommended literature.

110. Mann, John S. "An Application of a.Model of Creative Thinking to Teach-
ing in a First Grade Classroom." Eric Document No. ED010255.

Subjects were one class of first.graders, divided to,form an experimental
group of 8 boys and 6 girls and a control group of 8 boys and 7 girls. The
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teaching method for the experimental group Was based on Lawrence
Kobe's- model of the creative process which emphasizes metaphorical and
preconscious -symbolism. The control group received a. conventional
.presentation of children's literature. The Torralice TeSts of Creative Think-'
ing, Form A Figural and Form B Verbal, were used to measure flue, icy, flexi-
dtlity. originality, recall, 'and analogy- making. Two interns who were teach-
ing tut l-t ime in a second grade team worked for one-half hour each day with
the subjects. The work centered around a "story hour" using nearly
identical children's boalk^seResults -.indicated no significant differences in
the perfOrmance of the two groups.

111 Martin, Sue Ann Gillespi. The Caldecott Medal Award Books, 1938-1968:
- Their Literary and Oral Characteristics as They Relate to-Storytelling."3

Wayne State University, 1969. University Microfilm No. 72-16,219. 238
pp

The thirty-one picture books that received the Caldecott Award from 1938
to 1968 were examined to discover thei literary and oral characteifstics
and to ascertain the suitability of their tek for use in the oral situation of
storytelling Most of these books were writte around the themes t love,,
reassurance. and fellowship. Eleven books ar- written from the khi kJ's
point of view The heros include characterizations, personifications, and
talking beasts. The humor has five general sou es: wordplay and
nonsense. surprise- and the unexpected: exaggeration, t e ridiculous and
caricature: superiority, and wit and satire. Cliches, slang, :and foreign'
words are found in the diction. The author concluded that no one element, if
absent or present, would make an award book good for storytelling. It was
noted, however, that stylein its broadet sense, including cha.racteriza-
tion. humor, imagery, figurative language, diction, syntax, and aesthetic
qualitiesdetermines whether or nora Caldecott Award book is suitable
for use in storytelling, whereas theme, subject, setting, the child's point of
view, and the author's attitude rarely affect the oral style of an award book,

'A,,112. Mathewson, Gidver C. "Relationship between Ethnic Group Attitudes
. toward Dialect and Comprehension of Dialect Folktales." University of

California at Berkeley, 1973.

Each third grade child in the study was exposed to one of foyer randomly
assign:OD treatment conditions: 1) reading standard English folktales,
2) reading dialect folktales, 3) listening to standard English folktales, and
4). listening to dialect folktales. There were twelve children in each treat-
ment group, half of 'them black and half of them of other ethnic back-
grounds. FolloWing each presentation, subjects rated the story on four di-
mensions and answered questions to test comprehension of the story. Find-
ings s,upported,the predi tion that black children liked and comprehended

t%black English tales:bet r. than standard English folktales when they
listened to the presents ion, However, they did not show greater liking for or
comprehension in response to reading black English folktales. Children
with ether ethnic backgrounds favored standard English versions over the
black English versions
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3 Mattera, Gloria. "Bibliotherapy in a Sixth Grade." Pennsylvania Stare
University, 1961 University Microfilm No. 62-2642. 196 pp.

Subjects were two sixth grade classes, an experimental group of twenty-
. seven children and a control group of twenty-four children. As a basis for

comparison of the two groups, measures of intelligence, achieve Tent,
reading, socioeconomic status, personality, and figure identification 4vere
used. An inventory which askrid children how books influenced them was
also used Studen in the experimental group participated in individual
larbliotheraOy, group bibli therapy consisting of a series of panel dis- .

cuSsions on books the c ildrep thought could be helpful to people their
age, and activities essential to gathering information -orkthe children. The
resultsof the California Test of Personality did not indicate that books help'
children in the sixth grade face and solve problems arising from everyday
living. The evidence did indicate that children's problems were conc4rned
with developmental tasks and basic human needs' and that books that
helped them were of high interest to them. Books serve to prevent future
problems by building a background of vicarious eicperiences and giving
the children insight into the problems of their classrriates. It was concluded
that. under certain conditions, both individual and group bibliotherapy are
feasible. in-the self-contained'claSsroom.

114 'M.enchise, Donald-Nicholas. "Racial Bias as a Determinant of Literary
Preference and the Relationship of Selected Variables to Patterns of
Preference an Reflection of Literary Works Whose .Authors Race is

. Known University of Connecticut, 1972. University Microfilm No. 32,-
236 .

Subjecttwere 100 randomly-selected students from an urban high school,
. fifty White and fifty black students with approximately equal representation

ot.blos and girls for each race. Fifty of the students were selected from the
eleventh grade and fifty from the twelfth grade. The subjects were.niven ten
poemswritten by black and white authorsto rank in the order of their
preference Each poem was accompanied by the Author's name and a pic-
tyre depicting his race The rankingwf the 100 subjects were compared to
the rankings of a randomly selected peer -judge group, representing both
races and.clesses and drawn from the same population as the subTects.
The peer-judges rOked the poems also on'the basis of preference! but
without knowledge of any author's name'or race. An analysis of the data in-
dicated that there was a significant difference in the way the races
responded to the poems. Black students ranked the poems written by black
authors higher than those written by white authors. White students ranked
the poems written by white authors higher than those written by black
authors

11> Miller, Arthur Luther. '"A Study of Reading Tastes of Children in Grades
Four. Five, and Six in Selected Schools of the Lamar Area School Study
Council University of Houston, 1966. University Microfilm No. 67-
2019 246 pp.

ick:forty item questionnaire was administered to 3,212 children in grades
four, five.. and Sik Results indicated that the children read widely from a va-4
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nety of reading materials The influence of televisign and the movies was
evident Ln the participants' voluntary reading. They read primarily for enjoy-
ment and Information Comics and sports were the preferred sectionsOl\the
newsflapers. which were read by 89.4 percent of the children Of that
number 952 percent reported that newspaper reading had beerarLeI9,to
them 'in scho 1 subjects, particularly in-science The childr aired
comic books at were exciting and funny Adventure and mystery were the
tavorite type. of books reported More than one-half of the children
reported that. hey had read the book after seeing the same story on televi-
siors or in a movie I liked it- was the most frequent reason given for read-
ing a book more than once and 91 3 percent of the group had read a book a
second trrne The school library was the main source of books although,
'53 6 percent of the sample received bgokstrom a book club.

116 Miller, Lewis Jerold. "Fostering Interest in Child,ren's Literature Selected
Teachers' Practices, and Competencies Indiana University, 1969.
University Microfilm No 69-12,525

Subjects were nine fifth and seven sixth grade teachers and their 414
students" in Live elementary schools The teachers were rated on the basis
of 1) knowledge of a wide range of children's books, 2) knowledge of
children s interests, 3) knowledge of how to set the stage for a love of read-
ing and 4) sensitivity to what distinguishes a good book from a mediocre
or Door one Students were asked to respond to the question. This year
have you read any books that you really liked?" data were'useci.to compare
the number of books reported as read and "really liked" b.y students of high
ranked and low ranked teachers The classes of the two high ranked
teachers had class averages of 3 4 and 2 3 books per student reported
read and "really liked Classes Of low ranked teachers reported averages
of 1 2 and 1.3 .The girls' meariVas 2 8 and the boys' mean 1,9. Practices
such as use of professional selection aids and book reviews, communicat-
ing with parents. setting up a room arrangement and using A-V materials
were neglected by most teachers One-half of the books selected by
teachers were not of high literary quality.

117 Mills; Editha Barnes. An Experimental Study in the Use of Literary Models
in Written Compositions" University of Georgia, 1967. University

" Microfilm No 68-5068 198 pp
Subjects were four fifth-grade classes. The study examined the rela-
tionships betWeen written composition -and such factors as age, sex, and
intelligence For 24 weeks e experimeWal grpup of 45 students Was
taught compasmon from eIs- in children's literature, for one-It-lour

periods, twice weekly: The chit ren kept weekly records of their voluntary
reading and writing. The STEP ests revealed no significant difference in
writing ability between the two groups, but the writing samples indicated
some difference Significant relationships were found between written
composition and socioeconomic- status, intelligence, reading, arithmetic
and language, but none were found between composition and sex, agi, or
years in present schoOl.
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118 MoiE, Leo Hughes. "A Linguistic Analysis of Certain Stylistic Elements of
Selected Works of Literature for -Children and Their Relationship of
Readability ',Wayne State University. 1969 lJniversity Microfilm No
70-3433

Subjects were 28 pupils enrolled in a homogeneou ly grouped upper ele-
mentary schoOl reading class Cloze tests of readab lily were prepared on
ten passages of 250-300 words taken from five juven le biographies about
Abraham Lincoln,. Subjects completed the ten tasks n one school week
Analysis of passages was made on the basiS of meant unit length, propor-
tion of content carrying words. and number ot kernel se tences in the deep
structures of each t-unit Language strings pertaining to ch of four literary
elements in each passage were identified as a measure f literary content
of each passage Cloze responses to content-c rig words were
analyzed according to taxonomies of semantic and synt c acceptability
Linguistic-stylistic features of an author's style influenced r tative difficulty
of passages and also relative dtgree of acceptability of responses Low
readability levels were found wen Word Content Ratio 'and Sentence
Content Index were highest The more difficult passages had 'e greater pto-
portion of longer language strings referring to characterization than had

'easier passages The lesS difficult passages had a-greater proportion of
dialogue than the more difficult passages There was great* Variation in
consistency of complexity of style among authors wpting for the same
audience

119 Monson, Dianne Lynn. 'Children's RespOnses to Humorous Situations in
literature Univerfty of Minnesota. 1966 University Microfilm No 67-

\ 869 238 pp

A stratified ranaom sample of 635 fifth grade students was chosen based
on socioeconomic levels Because of ttte nature of the study, only childien
reading at or above, grade 3 5 as of September were retained in the sample.
Children w ire asked to read excerpts from Henry Huggins, Charlotte's
Web (twd ex rpts), Pippi Longstocking (two excerpts), Owls in the Family,
and The Cricket in Times Square Five types-of humor considered in the
study were represented in the selections 1),ciiaracter humor, 2), humor of
surprise, 3) humor of the impossible, 4) huMor of words, and 5) humor of the
ridiculous situation An instrument, constructed for assessing children's
responses to the selections, was developed in four different forms which
were randomly distribrted within each classroom. All 'children were asked
whether they had read eachselectioii before and whether the selection was
humorous They were asked to specify the funniest part of each selection

'that they rated as humorous. Form One requested the child to respond, in
an unstructured situation, by writing the part of the selection he thought was
funniest. Forms Two. Three! and Four asked children to respond to struc-
tured response situations based on the true-false and multiple- choice item.
Sentences used in the structured forms were taken from responses of a

"pilot group to unstructured questions. Differenceq in responses made by
children in structured and unstructured treatment groups were greater for,
boys than for girls Boys more frecpently judged selectiotis humorous when
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they were presented in a structured situation Children in low socioeco-
4 nomic groups and in the low and middle reading groups more often Judged

select,ons humorous when they were presented in a structured situation
than when they were presented in an unstructured situation Children in the
nigh intelligence group more often Judged excerpts humorous than did
children in middle or low Intelligence groups There*were few differences
in preferences for categories of.humor by sex. intelligenCe4. cioeco-
norn.c. and reading level groups ,

120 Morgan. Betty M. An Investigation of Children's Books Containing
Characters. from Selected Minority Grpups Based on Specified Cri-
teria Southern Illinois University. 1973 Universily\MicrofFIM No 74-
6212 i p .

Materials used r t)ie study were beaks' of prose. published since World
War II and involving these minorities African Americans. American In-
.1.ans Chinese Americans. Japanese Americans, Mexican Americans, and

ato anaiy:e the books Characterization. f the Negro and the Indian ha

Puerto Rican Amer cans A sixteen-point master guideline was construct

;i.,,iriged greatly since World War I The number orbooks with minority
people is the main characters las increased rapidly in recent years -
However publishers arid libraries offer large numbers of titles for only two
minorities African Americans and American Indians Biographies of
outstanding leaders were available about African Americans, American In-
dians and Mexican Americans Books for Americans of Puerto Rican,
Chinese and Japanese descent were entirely otfiction A list of sources of
mdtonals for minority children is included in the appendix of the disserta-

_tIon

121 Morns: Claire Elizabeth. A Study of the Differential Effectiveness of a Pre,
planned Sequentially-Structured-Approach and an Incidental Unstruc-
tur'ed-Approach upon the Appreciation of Literature of Sixth Grade
Pupas yniversity of Pennsylvania. 1970 University Microfilm No 70-
2 2 876 203 pp

Subjects Weoe torty sixth graders of three mental maturity levels (-ow. mid-
dle arid high) Students were randomly assigned to one of two groupS for
instriiNion Classes were taught using either the Preplanned Sequentially
Structured Approach-or the Incidental Unstructured Approach to determine
the differential effectiveness on the teaching of literature appreciation The
effect of literature study on writing ability wad also explored Instruction for
the Prepianned group consisted of 40 prose and 20 poetry periods during
which the literature lessons provided for oral reading, discussion, and re-
lated language activities elcs g ned to foster appreciation The Incidental
group did not follow a planned program. Performance of the two groups
wag. compared on the, basis of understanding..attitudes toward prose and
Poetry and interpretation Differences in writing ability were measured by
nine sets of writing samples Results indicated that pupils of high in-
telligence interpret literature on a significantly higher level an.d evidence
greater writing proficiency than pupils of middle or low intelligence regard-
less of the teaching method 7
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12'2 Napier, Georgia Pierce A Study of the North Arner7ca'n Indian Character
Twenty Selected ChiRiren s Books University of Arkansas. 1970

un.,eryty Microfilm No. 7026,232 i26 pp
Twenty books copyrighted between 1931 and 1966 and with historical set-
tings ranging from the 1704 to post-World War II, were studield Fifteen

Indian tribes were represented The 35 Indian characters in the bqoks were'

anaiy2ed in terms of '1) the North American Indian character s physical
description taken by age see. and general description 2) the character's
language analyzed by fluency and grammaticality and 3) the character's
status as to family or group affiliation talents or skills and community
on ti.) the. character The North American Indian character still appears
nidren s literature but the traditional stereotype is not persisting The

North American Indian character is seldom shown tvontemporary circum-
stan,les however his physical description character' is attractive and the
iaNuage used is fluent and grammatical The status of the North American
Indian character is fudged acceptable by the author

1,, I Noble, Judith Ann. The Home the Church. and the School as Portrayed in

Arner,:an Realistic Fiction for Children 1965-1969 Michigan _State
lnii,ers.ty 1971 University Microfilm No 31 271 320 pp

CThri, hundred twenty live realistic fiction books were randomly selected
' from retiornmende'd lists of books published between 1965 and 1969 and

'nit ,_:aced AS being of interest to children aged, nine to fourteen Content
AsSeSsrnen) was used to' analyze tpe books on the basis of importance of

And family structure importonce of religion Ad religious education,
i,roortAnce of education and development of personal responsibili)y The

presentedted in the books were primarily middle glass Caucasians

Att,t toward farrilly and family structure were primarily positive and im-

f,orf ari.e of family structure were primarily positive and importance of
t.eni!y was ;tressed repeatedly However, there was a strikingly negative

attitude displayed toward stepfamilies and stepparents A paucity of ma-
terial about religion or religious activities was found. with Christmas

seldom mentioned with a religious connotation More.Jewish observances

were described than any ()Cher faith. School or education was mentioned in
approximately three-fourths of the books of the study but the attitudes
presented ,were predominantly negative Schools and teachers appeared

to be very stereotyped. expecially .the descriptions orcharacteristics of
teacriers The children in the books analyzed usually displayed accep-
tance of responsibility commensurate with their maturity level

124 Packer, Athol B. A Study of Factors Involved in the Selection of Free
Reading Materials by Fourth Graders University of Kansas, 1967
University Microfilm No 68-6934

Subjects were 44 fourth graders A large majority of children selected li-
brary booksrabove their independent reading level. Self-concept level did
not appear to affect a child's ability to select books he could easgy_rjad.
Pupils did not select more books from interest Categories chosen by
persons they preferred on the sociometric test than from other categories,
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though the interest type of books and the influence of friends are two of themajor factors pupils state as reasohilltor selection of books

..t.,125 Pe Rola, Bette Jean. "A Study of the Indicated titavry Choices andfitit asured Literary Knowledge of Fourth and Stikth Grade Boys andGirls University of Minnesota. 1965 UniversityUidrofilm No 66-8920.362 pp

Subjects were more than 3,100 fourth and six grade children in a mid-western suburban community Each chilct named his or her favorite bookcharacter and the title of the book in which the character appeared Then, asample of 823 children was drawcirom the population used in the readinginterest study Each of the 823 children indicated which of thirty -eightbooks he or she had read and answered a test which contained four ques-tions about each book A child was coris dered to have knowledge of 'abook if the book had been read and at le ree test questions wereanswered correctly Children responding to the first part of the study
named more than 900 different identifiable juvenile trade books or series inwhich they read about favorite characters There were significant sex dif-ferences in type of favorite character chosen Boys named animal char-

. acters second most frequently and female characters least frequently Asmany girls named male characters as named animal characters Morechildren in both grades named real stories than named make-believestores More children in both grades named recommended books thannamed not recommended books. but significantly more fourth gradeChildren than sixth grade children named recommended books Analysis ofreading patterns indicated a trend for more fourth grade children whochose recommended books in the reading interest study to know certainbooks and for more sixth grade children who chose not recommendedbooks to know certain books There was much individuality in the recrea-tional reading of the children Resultsof the study indicated that groups ofchildren had read a variety of types of books regardless of the type of bookfrom which a favorite character had been chosen

f126 Peterson. Gordon Charles. 'A Study of Library Books Selected by Second
Grade Boys and Girls in the Iowa City. Iowa Schools University ofIowa 1971 Unniefsity Microfilm No 72-8307. 200 pp

The population consisted of 745 second grain students, 374 boys and 371girls Data were collected from library circulation records and from per-sonal interviews Questions considered were which titles and subjectswere most frequently selected. the quality of the books, how many of thebooks were completely read, partially read, or not read at all; why the.books were selected. why they were liked or disliked; and what techniques
used by authors and illustrators ,were most popular. Both boys and girls.
were more interested in fanciful stories than in realistic stories. Boys werevery intere3Tef4..in informational books but girls showed little interest inthem The three subjects most frequently selected by boys and girls were.modern fantasy stories- about animals, fanciful humorous stories, andmodern fantasy stories about people. There was almost no relationship
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between the subjects most frequently selected and the availability Orthe
subjects in the libraries The quality of the books chosen was acceptable
but not very high Girls read larger portions of the returned bookslizan boys
but both read completely more than half the number of books returned
Both boys and girls reported that the main reasons they selected anti liked
a book had to do with its subject and illustrations

127 Peterson, Sue Ann Woestehofill'Attitudes of Children toward Literary
Characters Who Speak Regional Dialects of Americac English."
University of Minnesota. 1970 Unfversity Microfilm. No 70-15, 789

Subjects were 720 sixth grade students. including. ail sixth graders in a
middle-class suburban school system except those who were below grade
tour in reading level Passages from three children's books written in non-
standard dialect were selected Books used were-The Yearling, Hie to the
Hunters. and The Blind Colt The experimental group read the passages as
originally written in .dialect The dialects were a backWoods Florida dialect,
a dialect horn northwest Kentucky andna western cowboy dialect. Control
group subjects read adaptations of the three passages written ito contain
conversation spoken in standard school reader'English familiar to the
subjects Students reading the nonstandard dialect passages reacted
generally in a neutral to mildly positivel'manner to the main character.
Students reading the standard English version gave more positive
responses to characters than students reading the dialect version There
was a significant difference between mean attitude scores of control and
experimentat groups for each of the three excerpts The character in the
story with the heaviest dialect. The Yearling: received the lowest rating
from the experimental group The western character received the highest
rating from both groups The mean attitude score of all girls was
significantly higher than the mean score for all boys In response to The
Yearling girls in the experimental group responded to the main character
more favorably than boys. and ,boys in the control group responded more
favorably than girls in the control group The control group had a sig-
nificantly higher mean comprehension score than the expbrtmental group.

128 Petitt, Dorothy Jeanette. "A Study of the Qualities of Literary Excellence
which Characterize Selected Fiction' for Younger Adolescent." Uni-
versity of Minnesota, 1961 University Microfilm No 63-4358. 380 pp.

The purposes were to establish valid literary criteria for judging fiction for
younger adolescents Expert teachers and librarians across the United
States were asked to judge a list f ooks for younger adolescents. Thirty-
three works of fiction were have some potentially strong literary
qualities To establish literary criteOia for evaluating the works, the writer
generalized characteristics of criticism of the novel as a literary form and
translated them into a series of questions. On the basis-of the evaluations,
the books were grouped into three categories: Group I, literature, contained
sixteen titles. Group II, marginal, contained eleven; and -Group III, non-
literature. contained six. One significant conclusion was that fiction-Written
especially for younger adolescents or read, widely by them can exist as
literature and therefore can be judged by literary'standards,
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129 Pfau, 'Donald Wright. "An Investigation of the Effects of Planned Recrea-
tional Readmg Programs in First and Second Grade State University
of New, York at Buffalo, 1966 University Microfilm No. 66-13,086.
223 pp

Five first and second grade experimental classrooms were equipped with
one-hundred controlled vocabulary trade books In addition to the period of
basal reading, approximately forty minutes daily were 'set aside for free-
reading of the 'materials and for activities which encouraged written, oral,
and creative involvement with the' materials read Five *similar control
groups pursued the program of basal reading typical of each teacher's
usual pattern of instruction The experimentargroupwas significantly surte-
nor to the control group on a test of interest in reading The experimental
group waS als sigraificantly superior on vocabulary measures On other
achievement va ables there was either no difference between groups or
significant intera, tion effect was found No differences between gro s
was found for me n length of oral sentences, however, the mean leng f

written sentence was significantly greater for the experimental group than
for the control group

130 Pool, Jane. The Selection of Science Books for Elementary School Li-
braries An Analysis of Selection from National Selection Sources and
from a Local Buying List University of Illinois, Urbana, 1972.
University Microfilm No 73-17,366 283 pp.

The study was carried out in twelve elementary school libraries. Six in Dis-
tr'ct I used traditional book reviewing aids and selection sources and the
other six (District II)used an annual buying, list, compiled by district per-
sonnel and an accompanying exhibit. 'No significant differences were
found between the selection criteria, average number of selection aids per
selector and average number of selection activities reported per selector
in the two school districts A high correlation existed between the ranks
assigned library activities by librarians in thelwelve 'schools. With the ex-
ception of the recency of collections and the holdit of titles recom-
mended in fourth grade science texfbooks'and curriculum guides, the dif-
ferences between the districts were slight. On the average, slightly more.
than 50 percent of the holdings of the twelve libraries were listed on a
quality checklist composed of titles from basic seleGtion list's.. Data indi-
cated that 1) the collections Were, on the average, one year more recent in
District 11 libraries 21 titles in 1969 orders were more recent in District II
orders and 3) books were available four months sooner, on the average, in
District I libraries The data did not support the hypothesis that as selection
procedures for elementary school libraries become less centralized and
standardized. the quality of collections improves because librarians and
teachers are'more actively involved in selection. i

131 Porter, Edith Jane. "The Effect of a Program of Reading Aloud to Middle
Grade Children in the Inner City, Ohio State, 1969. University
Microfilm No 70-14, 084. 270 pp.

SublectA were elementary students from 42 classrooms in six innercity
schools Twenty:one classrooms in the experimental group were read to by
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high school juniors twic
21 hi

e 8 week for20 weeks from a selected book list The
gh school readers attended a weekly seminar on campus to prepare

them to use prose and poetry effectively High school readers were given a
diagnostic reading test before and after their classroom reading and they
completed an attitude scale at the close of th.e project Middle grade
children in the experimental group increased in reading achievement and
interest in reading. with more statistiCall:ysignificant scores made by fourth
than by fifth or sixth graders Differences-between experimental and control
groups were greater in comprehension and total reading than in vocabu7
iary When the groups were compared, differences were consistently
greater fbr boys' scores than for girls' scores. Male readers were more
influential than female readers in areas of reading achievement and
interest in reading Girls were generally more responsive to both male and
female readers The high school readers increased in rearimn achievement
and in positive self-concept

132 Powell, Annelle. A Study of the Georgia Children's Book Award Program
as a Factor in Influencing Attitude Toward Reading, Reading Achieve-
ment and the Amount of Reading of Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade
Students University of Georgia. 1972 University Micr9film No 73-
576'1 227 pp

The sarr;,nle made up of students from three Georgia schools participating
for the first time in the Third Annual' Book Award Program (termed the ex-
perimental group) and students 'from three Georgia schools which had
never participated in the Program (termed the control group), consisted of
fourth fittn and sixth grade students The Georgia Children's.Book Award
Program provides an opportunity for students 'in grades four through eight
to read from g fisro-ywenty nominated books of fiction and to vote for t
nominee of their choice Treatment was determined by whether or not th
school had volunteered to participate in the. program. Experimental and
control groups did not differ significantly on measures of attitude toward
reading and reading achievement. The experimental group read sig-
nificantly more books than the control group when books completed were
considered Rural experimental subjects read more books partially and
more books completely than rural control subjects; and innercity control
subjects read more than innercity experimental subjects. Females read
significantly more than males and rural subjects more than innercity sub-
rects. Sixth grade students read the most books partially, while fourth grade
students completed the most books. Fifth grade students read the fewest
books Rural subjects on each grade level read more than innercity sub-
jects on those levels In both expehmental and control groups, attitude
toward reading became significantly more negative during the school year.

133 Preska, Margaret Robinson. -Humanness in Soviet Children's Literature."
Claremont Graduate School and University Center, 1969. University

. Microfilm No 70-9833 192 Pp.

The purpose was to analyze humanness in conte porary Soviet storybooks
for preschoolers. Humanness appeared as an e sentral aspect of Soviet
storybooks The education of the heart, an abilit o empathize, and aspira-
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tions for a good life were the elements of humanness receiving the most
emphasis. Kindness, cruelty, Wisdom, ignorance, imagination, humor, jus-
tice., wit, trickery, compassion, sudden violence, security, and love were
clearly, but subtly, pictured. Hate, sustained violence, and mournful degra-

,'dation were lacking. Didacticism was missing. Individuality and unique-,

ness generally were praised. especially when they permitted creative
ponses td .threatening environmental conditions. Cooperativeness,

wheprpresert was also praised.

134 Raftery, Sister Francis. "The "Effect of a Quality Literature Program
collated by Elementary Education Majors on'the Reading Achieve-
ment rpf Second Grade Students." New York University, 1974.
Unniqrty Microfilm No 74-25.032. 161 pp.

The study,peamined three questions Does the mode of presenting litera-
ture cause4 measureable increase in the reading achievement of second
grade chi ren? Does the type of literature presented cause a measurable
increase the reading achievement of second grade children? Is there an
interaction between the mode of presentation of the literature and the type
of literature used in causing-a measuratle increase in the reading achieve-
ment of second grade children? Results revealed that the second grade
,:hildren in the treatment group using oral reading from quality literature
made nonsignifitant increases in the areafof reading achievement. Chil-
dren who were read aloud to on a triweekly basis made significant gains in
reading achievement when compared to the students in the control group.
However, the type of literature used apparently was not related to achieve-
ment as measured by thieetropolitan Achievement Test in Reading.

135. Rearick, William D. "An Exploratory Study of Selected Responses of Sixth
Graders to Personal Moral Responsibility as 'a Social Value in Short
Stories University of Washington. 1969, University Microfilm No. 70-
8493

Subjects were sixth grade children who scored above grade 4.7 on reading
as measured by the Metropolitan Achieverneat Battery. Subjects read four
short stories, which were4selected so that two characters in each story
depicted personal moral'1 responsibility by positive, negative, or a change
from negative to positive behavior. A significant (.05) percent of boys and
girls identified a lesson in the behavior of a character. The percent of boys,
and girls wholr.lw the same lesson as did adult judges was approximately
the same percOnt. that saw a different lesson. A significant (.05) percent of
boys and girls Supported personal moral responsibility as depicted by ac-
tions of story characters

1,36 Reinstein, Phyllis Gila. "Alice in Context: A Study of Children's Literature
and the Dominant Culture in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries."
Yale University. 1972. University Microfilm No. 73-16, 383. 229 pp.

The study traces the development of juvenile literature from its inception in
the late eighteehth century to the publication of Alice in Wonderland and
Through the Looking Glass. Three classic novels were chosen for analy-
sis because they represent subdivisions of children's literature, contain
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themes and techniques significant in the evolution of writing for children,

and are relevant to the Abce books They are Thomas Day's The History of

Sandford and Merton (1783-89), Catherine Sinclair's Holiday House (1839),

and Frederick Marryat's Masterman Ready (1841) All three reflect the
romantic attitude towards children which existed in Victorian popular cul-
ture Finally, the two Alice books are analyzed with regard to the qdestion,

Is a young person a child or a miniature adult?

137 Roberts, Mary Marjorie Southard. "Understanding of Allusions Pos-

sessed by Ninth Grade Students." University of Missouri at. Columbia,

- 1967 University Microfilm No- 68-3648 101. pp.

The subjects, 270 ninth grade students. were tested to determine how well

they comprehended the meanings of allusions in their required reading
materials Results were compared with other objective data from-school
records to discern the extent to which the factors of sex, scholastic ap-
titude reading achievement, and total grade-point average were related to

the understanding of allusions Approximately one-half of the allusions
used in these materials could be identified correctly by ninth grade
students No perceptible difference was apparent between boys and girls

in their ability to attach meaning to allustons. Knowledge of ninth grade
students about literary allusions was closely related to level of 'achieve-

ment in reading as well as scholastic aptitude and scholastic aohievement.

138 Roderick, Jessie Alice. :Some Relations between Creativity and the
Reading Preferences and Choices sf a Group of Sixth Graders."
Temple University, 1967 University Microfilm No. 67-11, 434. 264 pp.

Subjects were 100'sixth graders, divided into high, middle, and low crea-

tive groups on the basis of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking. Each
subject was made a member of a book club and, during a three-month pe-

riod read from a list of thirty titles. Twenty-five of the titles had been
selected from books which children's librarians nominated as popular with

sixth graders and five were chosen from among the best juvenile books of
1964 based on the New York Times Book Review. The students indicated
their reactions to books in a log and each of the thirty titles was rated by a

panel of authorities in children's literature in terms of the book's appeal to

the most or least creative child Content analysis of responses revealed
that the children commented more on factors relating to the literary
.componentS and format while the judges spoke more of character, reader
involvement. and external influences High creatives commented more

frequently about reader involvement and literary components and format

than did the low The high and the middle creatives liked and read more

books than did the low creatives. Generally, differences in preferences for
types'of literature appeared to be related to sex but not to creativity. To

Some extent. book preferences of children tended to agree with authorities'

predictions

139 Row, Barbara Henderson. "Reading Interests of Elementary School Pupils

in Selected Schools in Muscogee County, Georgia." Auburn University,
1968 University Microfilm No. 68 -6202. 170 pp.
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Subjects were 1.309 primary grade pupils, 1,360 intermediate gradepupils and 89 teachers Conferences, interviews, and questionnaires weregiven to each group Primary teachers were better able to select areas ofstudent reading interest than were intermediate teachers. There was asignificant ( 01) difference between reading interests at the v-friq.is gradelevels and between interests of boys and girls at each grade Therewas a significant ( 01) difference between expressed reading interests ofblack and white pupils at each grade level except grade two A widerrange of Interests was evident between boys and girls and between blackand white pupils in the intermediate grades than in the primary grades.Primary pupils preferred mystery, adventure, and fantasy stories.

140 Sanders, Peter I. "An Investigation of the Effects of Instruction in the In-'terpretation of Literature on the Responses. of Adolescents to SelectedShort Stories Syracuse University, 1970' University Microfilm No. 71-10.975 206 pp.

Subjects were four English teachers and their 94 ninth. grade students.Students were randomly assigned to two experimental and two controlclasses Eight short stories were read during three and one -half weeks.Instruction in accordance with prescribed strategy was provided in experi-mental classes for the first six stories read. The control classes received noinstruction. but read the stories independently and in the same sequenceas that followed by experimental classes. All students wrote free responseessays immediately following the reading or study of each story. Sig-nificant differences at the 01 level were found both in the quality and in theoverall pattern of student responses When the protocols of all groups werecompared for the s'ix stories presented during the instructional period. Sig-nificant differences were also iound With. both measures of fluency. The ex-perimental treatment was judged effective in teaching students how mean--ing evolves in literature

141 -Sauls. Charles Wade. "The Relationship of Selected Factors to the Recrea-tional Reading of Sixth Grade Students." LoUisiana State UniverSityand Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1971. University MicrofilmNo 71-29.390. 126 pp.
Sects were 868 members and 32 teachers of the sixth grade classes.oftwelve elementary schools. The pupils kept a record of their recreationalreading during the fall semester of the 1970-1971 school year. AttitudeScales and questionnaires were completed by teachers. Significant rela-tionships were found between 1) the pupil's score on the reading attitude'scale and the number of books read by the pupil, 2) the pupil's readingcomprehension level and the number of books read, 3) the mean number ofbooks read by girls as compared to the mean number read by boys, and 4)home encouragement and the number of books read by Pupils. There wasno significant relationship between the teacher's score on the attitudescale and the mean number of books read by his pupils nor was there asignificant difference in the mean number of books read by pupils whencompared on the basis of the teacher's years of experience, amount of
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educateon. and preparation for teaching children's literature. There was a
significant relationship between the teacher's 'score on the promotional
practicechecklist and the mean number cif books read by pupils.

\ 142 Schulte, Emerita Schroer. "The Independent Reading Interests of
Children in Grades Four, Five, and Six." Ohio State, 1967. University
Microfjlm No 68-3063A

Elementary schools in Delaware, Florida, Ohio, and Texas were chosen by
random 'sampling The sample numbered about 6,500 children and 250
teachers independent reading interests were identified from children's
responses to an inventory composed of fictitious annotated titles covering
fiction .and nonfiction topics. Childrerr and their teachers completed ques-
tionnaires concerning availability . and use Of school library_ facilities,
public library facilities. instructional reading approach predominant itk,the
classroom. and ;residential group membership of the children. The rank
order of children's independent reading interests was: realistic fiction, fan;
OW tales. historical fiction, biography, history, recreational interests,
science and health_ poetry. and socil studies. There was an apparent

decrease in independent reading' interests from grades four to six. Boys.
were more interested in stories of action and adventure; girls in stories
concerned with personal relations and problems. Independent reading
i.nterests were strongest for rui;af\children and lowest for suburban children, '
perhaps reflecting differences in opportunities to participate in other
activities The instructional reading approach predominant in; the class-.
room seemed to have little effect on independeft, reading interests.
Children who had available centralized libraries were significantly more
interested in reading independently than were children who had room li-
braries only There was a significant relationship between high reading
interest and high frequency of use of school library facilities but no
identifiable pattern between children's independent reading interests .and
frequency of use of public library facilities.

143 Seltzer, Mildred N. "Changing Concept of and Attitude toward the Old as
Found in Children's Literature, 1870- 1960." Miami University, 19693
University. MicrotilM No. 7f-4218. 251 pp.

Children's literature. from four time periods follOwing the Civil War was
studied to note description and meanings of. significant old and young
characters and their activities. and attitudes toward. the.old or stereotypes
'about the young. Methodology included frequency.count, modified content
analysis. arid 6 sernantic.differentigl, There was a decreaseinrelative fre-
quenCy of ."old," references over time. Desariptions of old and young
characters differed significantly, but not consistently, within some time
periods and overtime. Descriptions associated with young and old differed
fiorvone another over time and within specific time periods.

144. StiaW, Jean Duncan. "An Historical Survey of Themes Recurrent in
Selected"Chil.dren's Books Published in America Since 1850." Temple
University, 1966: Utaiversity Microfilm No. 67-11,437.

Major themes in children's books published during the period from 1850-
,-.
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1964 were categenzed and events which might be considered as his-
torical, social, or economic milestOnes during that period were identified.
Themes from books and from historical events were compared to note con-
gruence. Results indicated that a relationship existed betweeh social.
cultural, and economic influences and various story themes. "Search for
Values" was popular during.the periods 1850-1865, 1914 -1919, and from
1936 to 19p4"Problems of Growing Up" was a popular theme from 1865
1905 and again"` the early 1930s and after World War II. Books about
Travel and Understanding PeOple in Foreign Lands were most popular from
1918 until the early depression years. Lives of Heroes stories dominated
pre-World War. I years and remained strong until late. in the 1950s. Fun and...
Fairy Tales. reflected periods of:prosperity, reaching popularity, peaks
around 1910, from 1917-1929, and from the 1950s to 1964. The Urge to
Know was a popular theme around the turn of the century and again during
World War

145 Shirley, Fehl. The Influence of Reading on Concepts, Attitudes, and Be-
° havior of Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth Grade Students." University of

Arizona. 1986. UnlersityMicrofilm No. 66-10,211. 238 pp.

A modified. form of the critical incident technique was used with 420 tenth,
eleventh, and . twelfth 'graders to investigate influence of books on con:
cepts. attitudeS., and behavior of adolescents. Informtion was obtained,
about influences. from voluntary and assigned reacjing of fiction and
nonfiction AdolesCents were able to report influences a books on their
concepts, attitudes, and behavior. In order of frequency mentioned, areas
of their lives which were influenced were: self image, philosophy of life:
cultural groups, social roblems, sensitivity to people, political science,
and miscellaneous Students tended to report higher totals of influences
from voluntary reading than from specifically assigned reading. There was
no significant difference in the number of influences reported from fiction
and nonfiction More intelligent students and better readers reported
higher totals of influences Younger students in loWer. grades tended to
report .higher totals of influences. Seven dimensions of self-involvement
were identified from analysis of reported influences: the indifferent, the ob-
server. the partial participator, the intense participator, the self-image..
synthesizer. and the decision maker.

146 Shohet, Richard Matther. "Functions of Voice in Children's Literature."
Harvard University, 1971. University Microfilm No. 72-297.

In his discussion, the writer states that the notion of voice ash narrative ele-
ment-seems to have groWn out of the notion of point of view in fiction. There
have been few attempts /o apply literary criticism to books written for
children and almost no attention givbn to use of authorial personality. It
might be noted that, in Beatrix Potter's books, the storyteller funlitions
mainly to convince the reader to suspend disbelief. This is often attempted
by first-person "intrusions" into the third-person narrative. The storyteller
urges the reader to consider the chance that the events and characters
might have occurred. Such a "subjunctive" representation of reality
characterizes Wind in the Willows by Kenneth Grahame and Winnie-the-,
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Pooh by A. A. Milne as well_as most of Potter's books. It is evident in books
such as Charlotte's Web and The Trumpet of the Swan by E. E. White and
Wind in the Willows that the storyteller is the sophisticate demonstrating to
the rustic (the. child reader who has not grown up) that.childhood is bear-
able and even worthy of sentimental nostalgia.

147. Sieger, Frederick Joseph. "Junibr High School Literature Series Meeting
. Specific Educational Objectives." Hofstra University, 1971. UniVersity

Microfilm No. 71-31,135. 205 PP-

Participants were the investigator, three judges, and two ninth, grade .-
classes of average ability. The study attempted to determine whether Ihe
students were capable of apprehending basic concepts, as a sense bf
responsibility, from literature selections. Findings suggested that literature
has recognized educational values subject to evaluation- by professional
judges and ninth grade students of average ability using specific criteria.
Students indicated that the structured approach helped them to understand
the organization of the story and that the need to arrive at a specific deci-
sion caused more serious lihought on their part.. The judges and teachers
who used the criteria in other classroom situations suggested that it would
be wise to discuss with students any difference of opinion existing between
teacher and student and between student and student. . ,

148 Simmons, Gertrude Langford. "A Study of the Influence of Social Status
and Race on the Reading Interests of Sixth Grade Pupils in Leon
County, Florida." Florida State University, 1967. University Microfilm
No 68-7799. 127 pp.

There were twenty-five sixth grade subjects in each of four groups: lower-
class black, lower-class white, Addle-class white, and middle-class
'black. Reading interests were determined with a questionnaire consisting
of titles and brief annotations of 21 pairs of children's books representing
seven interest areas: everyday life and family stories; mystery and adven
ture.bistory and biography; other peoples and other lands; nature, animals
and plants; science and invention: and folktales, fairytales, and fantasy.
Lower-class whites expressed stronger, likes and dislikes than any other
group and Idwer-class black children showed the greatest diversity of
interests.. For all groups, science and invention had least appeal and foik-
tales, fairytales, and fantasy had most appeal. All groups preferred fiction
above nonfiction. Race accounted for.more differe7ices than social class.

149 Sirota, Beverley S. "Th.e Effectof a Planned Literature Program of Daily
Oral Reading by the Teacher on the Voluntary Reading of Fifth Grade
Children." New York University, 1971. University Microfilm No. 71-28,
560. -156 pp.

The subjects were 275 fifth graders in the Union, New Jersey, elementary
sChoolt. Slit classrooms were assigned as experimental classes and six as
Control classes' . The students in the experimental classes were given a
daily literature program in addition to their usual reading progra-m. The
literature program was a20-30 minuteioral reading by the teacher. The six
control classes were given the uSual reading program. All classes had
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:dentical classroom libraries of 50 books each The Ohio State University
Critical Reading Test was gi-ven as a pretest and posttest measure of read-
ing skill The quantity of books read was directly related to students initial
skills On the quality variable. students With low initial skills did as well as
st..donts with high initial skills Students in the middle quartile did not
score as Well Girls scored higher than boys on both'quality and quantity
Glis in Ne experimental group read more selected and recommended
hooks than girls lathe control group There was not as great a difference for
L Cg Expehmental students with high initial skill read more quality books
than .1,d the- high initial skill control subjects The findings indicated that a
pI.Inced literature program of oral reading by teachers can affect quantity
ind (.1,:',11ity of voluntary reading

.150 Sizemore. Robert Alexander. The Reading Interests and Preferences of
. Deviates inVental Ability and EdUcational Attainment in the Seventh

and Eighth Grades Northwestern University, 1962 University
-Microti Irn No 63-1369 418 pp

Book newspaper magazine and comic book preferences of seventh and
grade students were investigated by questionnaire In analyzing

and ,nteroret[ng respOnses according to comprehension and intelligence.
,,jr,..)ups were formed for each sex and grade based upon scores obtained
from the Iowa Test of Basic Skills and the Sgience Research Associates
L.,st me'rita; Aollities Results of the investigation were con-
, stew w,th those mooned in studies of unselected grotips of ,junior

oun;Is Although students gave an hour each day to reading, they
gave se \,eraI hours daily to television Televiewing, including movies. and
sten rig to the radio were'preterred to reading Sex differences were im-

/portant in determining rending preferences Boys read a variety of ma-
terials, both fiction and nonfiction Girls preferred fiction, particularly
fiction involving romance The most popular titles preferred by both boys
and girls were series books Most pupils read the newspapers certain
ueoular magi nes The most popular parts of the newspaper were the
comic ,strq7s -spdrts, news. and lovelorn columns Differences in interests
and activities generally were greater between good and-poor readers than
between bright and dull pupils The bettN 'readers and brighter pupils
reported greater interegt in reading as a leisure activity.

151. Slief, Glenna Davis. The Practice of Literary Criticism in the6Elerrientary-
School as Informed by the Literary and Educational Theory of Northrop',
Frye Columbia University. 1972 limy Microfilm No., 72-23,716.
311 pp r7

The study contends that the study ofsItterature A" literature is rare in the ele-
mentary. school and that the role of literattire is generally interpreted ac-

.co.'ciing to is usefulness for achieving utilitarian' ends The study then
describes Frye's theory the nature of literature as a whole: the central role

,of literature in deVelQping literacy, and the social value of literary studies.
The study then makes some proposals for application of Rye's theory in the
blementary school literature program with special attention to aspects of
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literary criticism tr t may 'form the basis for More advanced study at the
high' school level

152 Small, Robert Coleman, Jr. An Analysis
and Evaluation of Widely Read

Junior Novels with Major Negro Characters
University' of Virginia.1970 University Microfilm No 70-26.568 395-ppJunior novels with major Negro characters that had been widely read byteenagers were selected as the books most worthy of study Literary quality

was examined by means of a list of cntical,,questions based on an exten-
sive review of Critical writings,about the novel 'Novels were evaluated and
rated on a scale of 1 to 5 for criteria grouped under seven headings defini-
tion unity plot

characterization, dialogue. setting. and style The examine-
tiOn revealed that quality varied from excellent to poor Some of the novels
are consistently excellent If a genre can be j.udged by the best works
within it the junior novel with major Negro characters can be said topossess a very high degree of literary quality

153 Solt, Marilyn J.

and
Newbery Award.% Survey of Fifty Years of Newberyro

Winners and Honor Books Bowling d'reen State University. 1973University Microforno 73-25 143 249 ppAward books were surveyed to recognize literary qualities. to discern
trends and changing .patterns and to perceive the influence of\the books
sing ted out as the hest in American children's literature The study
revealed' that toOks of historical fiction and fiction showinglife in other
idnds predominated in the early decades. with a gradual progressiontoward realistic hc4on set within the United States Over the fifty years, set-
tings became more functional and there was an increased

emphasis oncharacterization and theme Young Americans were protagonists more
frequently in recent years and action shifted from the externally ad-
venturous to the psychologically motivated

154 Steiert, Katherine. -The Designing of an Inventory to Investigate Recrea-tional Reading Interests of Pupils in Grades Five and Soi." Kent StateUniversity. 1966 University Microfilm,No. 67-9432.Subjects were 285 fifth and sixth grade .studentS. Individual records of
books read and book topics wzre kept tor twd weeks by the students.
Interest categories were tabulated and used as the basis for categories' of
titles inCluded in d preliminary form of an annotated titles inventory (ATI)consisting of 80 annotated title8 representing fiction and nonfiction cate-
gories The final form of the ATI

was administered to4-110 subjects from two
elementary schools Girls read more books than boys. Girls chose fiction(403) versus nonfiction (-1,53) and boys chose nonfiction (244) versus fiction(225) The contemporary title. based on current TV programs, was the most
popul r nonfiction title for both boys and girls. The authorconcluded that
the pro ,dural steps used to design the iriVe-ntory vuld be applicable for
use with bjects of other grade levels.



155 Stein, Ruth Meyerson. ',A Method of Studying Children's Literature of a

Foreign Country Using the Children's Literature of Israel as the Case

Study University of Minnesota. 1970. University Micrpfilm No 70-27,

169 205 pp

The study focused on development. use. and evaluation of a method of

investigating children s literature in a foreign country A questionnaire was

prepared serving as a statement of objectives It covered three general

areas books comprising the literature, availability of books. and spe-

cialistg in the held In order tct obtain information, conferences were ar-

ranged with a large number of people, including an art curator, publishers.

a school principal librarians. college lecturers, school teachers, book 're-

viewers children s authors, community representatives. and members of

the Ministry of% Education and Culture The casework approach was effec-

tive in studying children's literature in another t otintry

156 Strickland, Dorothy
Salley. The Effects of a Special Literature Program on

the Oral Language Expansion of Linguistically Different, Negro, Kin-

dergarten Children New York University: 1971 University Microfilm

No 71-24,816 127 pp

Subjects were children randomly selected from eight kindergarten classes

in two lower socioeconomic
areas At the end of the study, there were 45

children in the experimental group and 49 children in the control group.

Each classroom was
provided with 50 children's books of literary merit en-

. dorsed by authorities in the held All teachers attended workshops related

to children's literature Experimental teachers were given additional (rain-

ing in specific techniques for readingaloud All teachers were given hand-

books with suggestions for types of activities they were to conduct A pre-

and posttest for determining language proficiency was administered to all

Students agd The New York City Prereading Assessment was administered

in May Analysis of language, proficiency, using pretest scores as a

covariate revealed a signifrcant F ratio on posttests favoring the experi-

mental group It. wag, significant beyond the 01 level Scores on the

tirereading assessment were not significantly different for the two groups. .

157 Tauran, Rouland Herman. "The Influences of Reading on the,Attitudes of

Third Graders toward Eskimos.- University of Maryland, 1967.

University Microfilm No 68-708 94 pp

Third grade children in eight class' l were randomly assigned to experi-

mental and control groups Most were Caucasian middle class. A scale to

test the attitudes of third graders toward Eskimos was constructed and

AD. administered to four groups as a Pretest and to all groups as a posttest.

Stories .,and articles about Eskimos were selected and prepared in

mimeographed form for use in the treatment groups. Material' portraying Es-

. kimos unfavorably was prepared by the experimenter. The results indi-

cated that Ole racial ideas of third grade children can be influenced in the

positive or negative direction depending upon the kind of reading material

presented They fUrther show that it is possible to strengthen an initial posi-



Nye attitude in children in such.a way that they will be able to resist unfavor-
able information

158 Taylor, M lone. 'A Study of Biography as a Literary Form for Children In-
diana University 1970 University Microfilm No 71-11,353 119 pp

The writer assembled a list of charateristics of writing for children, re-
viewed the growth of biography as a literary form, and noted the difference
between biography written for the child audience and that intended for
adults Qualities were found in award winning biographies that made them
distinguished as Iiterature for children Didacticism was gradually
eliminated as appeal to children's imagination, realism, and humor found a
place in writing for children Juvenile biographies must primarily be
interesting have characters with whom children can identify, be developed
around a rather simple plot possess authenticity, realism and humor, and
plainly exhibit values of right and wrong Writers of children's literature
intend to form attitudes are careful to use appropriate style, and employ

. significant themes and convincing characterization

159 Thompson, Richard Frank, The Effects of Explanation and Practice in In-
terpreting Literary Devices on Ninth Grade Students' Ability to Interpret
Literature University of Virginia, 1972 University Microfilm No 72-
23 451 107 pp.

A sample of seventy-two ninth grade students was chosen randomly from
four classes On the basis of pretest son -Ability to InterpretLiterary
Materials students were ranked, matched, assigned to an ability level,
and randomly assigned to the experimental or control group Two teachers
.and the experimenter taught a class of experimental students and the con-
trol class for six weeks Control instruction consisted of class discussions
on themes common to nine short stories and one novel The experimental
method involved control instruction plus explanation and writing practice
exercises in interpreting the literary devices of plot, character, theme

,figurative language and tone Students in both groups read the same ma-
terial To determine the effectiveness of the experimental instruction, the
posttest scores 5ere compared for the two groups. Students in the experi-
mental group 6rd not interpret literature significantly better tha`n students
who were in the control group It was found that the superior teacher had
more effect on improving ability to interpret literature than either of the
instructional methods since students in her instructional groups

outscored others no matter which instructional method she
used

160 Tom, Chow L y. 'What Teacher Read to Pupils in the Middle Grades,"
Ohio State University. 19 9. University Microfilm No 69-15,971.
305 pp

Questionnaires were sent to 1.020 teachers in five states. Results indicated
that a large proportion of teachers value reading aloud to their pupils. The
prose and poetry choices of men and women teachers vary .Uttle. More
fiction than nonfiction is read aloud and the fiCtion read is of higher quality..
Reading choices depend on what is easily available jn textbooks and the
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_school library The author concluded that teachers need to know more
about children s books and poetry especially contemporary materials

161 Toothaker, Roy Eugene. Rhetorical Devices in Literature for Children
University of Arkansas 1970 University Microfilm No 70-17.177
115 pp

The purpose of the study Was to determine the incidence. extent, order. and
character of 18 rhetorical devices occurring in 100 trade books for primary
grade children The most frequent rhetorical devices and the total number
of uses recorded for each device were alliteration, 1,079: onorfia,topoeia,

4 500 aryl thesis. 335. simile. 261, personification, 321, and ellipsis, 219
Devices of sound ranked first in frequency of use, devices of comparison,
second devices of composition, third. devices 'of contrast. fourth. and
devices of association. fifth If was found that books are available on the
primary grade level which can be used in classrooms to teach recognition
arAappreCiation of certain devices and that even short pasages written
for voung readers often use rnetorical devices which clarify a thought and
render prose more attractive

162 Trezise, Marilyn Joan. -A Study of the Feasibility of Using Instructional
Modilles in a Children s Literature Class Michigan State University,
1972 University Microfilm No 72-30.055 167 pp

The subjects were thirty-three undergraduate students from Michigan Stale
University enrolled in a threemOnth children's literature course The course
was developed on the assumptions that 1) individual differences would be
accommodated..2t,multimedia approaches were appropriate and would
provide tor individual differences. 3) students would respond as 'nth-
vjciaais-to what they read and experienced. 4) students would be involved
in evaluation procedures. and 5) student interaction would be important for
development of ideas Results indicated positiie attitudes toward the use
of modules, and the open classroom approach It was concluded that
students .acquired a .substantial amount of factual, specific information
about children's literature and that the combination of an open elassrocim
and instructional module approach should be considered for instruction in
chlidren's literature

163 Troy, 'Alice Anne. The Indian in Adolescent Literature, 1930-1940 vs.
1960-1979 ' University of Iowa. 197. University Microfilm No 73-13,
6000 399 pp

Books representing the. 1930-19210 publications were chosen from books
recommended from more than five sources. Books representing the '1960-
1970 publications were chosen from books recommended from at least
three sources Analysis was base,d on the amount and kind of information
about Arry.rican Indians that could be gained by 9dolescents reading the
books ltas found that the 1960 books present Indians of the past as.
frequently as the 1930 books and the stereotype of the American Indian-has
remained relatively stabover that period of time The majority of the
novels present Indians ip dress. economy, housing, and customs of a time
other than, the contemporary period The present stereotype of-the Indian
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does not greatly reflect the changed relationship of Indians with whites nor
the vast changes in the cultures of American Indians164 Ulibarri, Madeline Ruth. The Socialization Process, Role Theory, and a

Teaching Taxonomy An Application to Children's LiteratureUniversity of New Mexico, 1970 University Microfilm No 71-9324.
248 dp

The study examines the soci ization process with regard to how eachgeneration acculturated e schools are shown to be prime socializa-
tion agents second only to family Therefore, children's literature was
selected as a tool available in classrooms The child interacts with the
various aspects of the book and strengthens

previously held concepts as to
how a particular

role should, be played as well as sociocultural approval or
disapproval As a result. it is anticipated that the child will strengthen pre-
viously held concepts as to how a particular

role should be played, modifycognitive-cathetic-values awareness of a particular role. or,completely
reject the method of role playing offered in the story165 Veley. Charles Ronald.

Literature and the Emotions A Psychology ofLiterary Response
Pennsylvania State University, 1970, UniversityMicrofilm No 72-17. 693. 384 ppThe work is directed toward three questions Why is there more pleasure in

reading good art than in reading bad art? What can a good work of litera-
ture do to People? What happens in their minds? The data come from dis-
cussions with 180 faculty members of English departments at nine
colleges Each faculty member was asked to name one article of -literary
criticism which had most enhanced his literary" experience of a singlework Study of tifty-tour articles named provided the base for a theory of
iterary response which proposes that successful

encounters with verbal art
take place in combinations of two groups of actopties In the first, the reader
is passive involved in the -world" of the work, viewing its events and
images through what he thinks is the artist's or speaker's

perspective. He
responds emotionally to this

involvement with a "primary" emotion. Then, in
combinations of the second group, of activities, the reader becomes more
active and changes his earlier point of view in any of six different ways. As
his point .of view changes so do his emotions. They become refined into
Pleasurable secondary- feelings

166 Wagner, Ruth- Elaine Hoffman. "An Experimental Study of the Effects of a
Program of Oral Reading of Children's Literature about Negroes on theSelf-Concept of Negro Fourth Grade Children." University of Ten-nessee. 1971 University Microfilm No 72-5496. 104 pp.Subjects were 69 black fourth grade students divided equally into an ex-perimental group. a control group, and a placebo control group. FOr 36\sessions of thirty minutes each. the. experimental group was exposed to

literature with black characters. The placebo control group heard literaturewithout black characters and the control group heard no oral reading ofliterature The experimental group had lower self-concept scores on thePiers-Harris test at the end of the experimental period, but scores for the
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same group were significantly higher on _Children's Self-Concept
Constructs Test on items dealing with vertical esteem, horizontal esteem,
and identification with mother and friends All groups on posttest showed
less complexity, individuation. and identification with the teacher at the
end of the experimental period and greater identification with father.
Children in the experimental group used brown less frequently as skin
color in self-drawings at the end of the experimental period than on the first
drawings

167 Walker, Patricia. "The Effects of Hearing Selected Chikiren's Stories that
Portray Blacks in a Favorable Manner on the Racial Attitudes of Groups
of Black and White Kindergarten Children." University of Kentucky,
1972 University Microfilm No 72-9425 110 pp.

Subjects were four uniracial kindergarten groups. Forty-five of the children
were black and forty white The Preschool Racial Attitude Scale was
administered to each student prior to the experimental procedure and
again six weeks later, at the end of the treatment The experiment& groups
were one black and one white kindergarten *up. The other two groups
served as controls Thirty-five stories were read to the experimental groups
over a period of six weeks, one or two stories a day. Control groups heard
informational books or animal stories. Black subjects evaluated pictures of
white figures on the measuring instrument positiyely and pictures of black
figures negatively White subjects evaluated white figures positively and
black figures negatively White kindergarten subjects were more white
group oriented and biased toward blacks than were black subjects. The
test of significance of the effect of stories on racial attitudes was not
significant The writer concluded that apparently hearing stories is not a
sufficient method by itself to modify negative attitudes.

168 Warthman, John Burns. "A Study of Picture Preferences of Caldecott
Award Winners and Runners-up by Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade
Children of Selected Schools." University of Southern Mississippi,
1970 University Microfilm No. 71-13,589.

Subjects were 582 children in grades four, five, and six. The 28 books
selected for use in the study received the Caldecott Award in 1938 and
every fifth year thereafter. Two illustrations were randomly selected to
represent each Award and Honor book. Children 'indicated their first,
second. and third choices for each set of illustrations in each group of
books and books were ranked according to the children's choices. For two
of the seven years sampled, children did select the Awardbook. For the
five years that children did not select the Award book, there was a
significant difference between_ children's first place choice and children's
selection of .the award winning book. It was found that grade placement,
sex, race, or reading levels of children did not tend to influence their selec-
tion of the Caldecott Award book and runners -up.

169 White, Mary Lou Usery. ':Structural Analysis of Children's Literature: Pic-
ture Storybooks Ohio State University, 1972. University Microfilm-No.
72-27,136.
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One hundred books designated as picture storybooks were analyzed to de-
termine whether certain actions or events could be identified as constants
in the books, whether the actions would be limited in number, whether the
actions would arrange themselves in sequence, whether the structural fea-
tures could provide a way to classify picture storybooks as a closed group
within literature. and whether the structural features could be used to
identify subgroups within the picture storybook classification. Analysis of
the books revealed twenty-eight actions which were categorized as aspira-
tion travel. quest: information, deed. and goal. No ordered sequence of ac-
tions was identified and it was concluded that picture storybooks cannot be
classified as a closed group within literature

170. Wiggins, Rudolph Valentino. "A domparison of Children's Interest in and
Attitude towards Reading Materials Written in Standard and 'Black
English Forms Ohio State Univ&sity, 1971. University Microfilm No
72-4690 135 pp

Subjects were 224 third and fourth graders from two predominantly black
elementary schools Four children's books were rewritten using a language
model based on speech of some black children in New York City, Wash-
ington D C . and Detroit The standard English versions of the books
were taped and played one at a,time to 114 children in their classrooms:
The black English versions were taped and played to another 110 children.
After each story was played, children indicated interest and attitudes on a
semantic differential instrument There was an indication that third and-
fourth graders are significantly more interested in standard English ma-
terial than black English material. The third and fourth graders had
significantly more positive attitudes toward standard English versions than
toward black English versions, The differences in attitudes toward black
and standard English reading materials were not significantly affected by

-sex. grade level. or age

171 Wilcox, Leah Margaret. "Choosing Literature for 'Young Children."
University of Southern California, 1971 University Microfilm No. 72-11,
967 280 pp

From a review of the writings of twelve authorities, a listing of criteria for
good literature for early childhood was made. These criteria, listed in
descending order of importance according to number of times mentioned,
formed the basis of a questionnaire sent to directors of Head Start pro-
grams in order to determine whether the academicians and the educators
Considered the same standards of excellence to be important. The experts
reached basic agreement on many erects of what constitutes good litera-
ture for children In seventeen of the twenty-eight items on the question-
naire, there was a significant,difference in the responses of academicians
and educators The academicians strongly advocated criteria that stressed
literary qualities of books. They opposed didacticism in literature but were
concerned about expanding children's interests and giving them opportu.:
nines to respond to varied art media. The educators (directors) stressed
criteria in choice of books of information. Only one-third of them opposed
didacticism in literature They strongly supported any criterion that 'en-
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Nha

Couraged reading readiness Many were not concerned that some books
seem to patronize children and only 64 percent felt that children's literature
must fulfill standards of excellence in writing.

172 Wilkens, Lea-Ruth C. -Walter Craneand the Reform of the German Pic-
ture Book 1865-1914 University of Pittsburgh, 1973 University
Microfilm No 74-1452 138 pp

The study investigated the influence that Walter Crane had on the ref orm.of
the German colored picture book It was found that Crane's work was the
catalyst in the development of a model for the. creation of a picture book of
aesthetic quality This model was developed by the German teacher organ-
izations who sponsored two major picture book exhibits in which most of
Crane's picture, books were on display Crane's influence on the reform of
the German picture book is evidenced primarily in the aesthetic makeup of
the entire book and not necessarliOn the artistic style used by the.artist.

173 Wins.or, George Eugene. "The Self-Other Concept as Revealed through an
Analysis of a Selected List of Children's Books Michigan State
University. 1965 University Microfilm No 65-14,292.,

Fifty books dealing with American children were Chosen from the 1961
Children s aNtalogue The books .were analyzed to determine the presence
of four self-other concepts Analysis did not reveal a concern with physical
status and personal style_ The analysis of content did 'show a concern for
interpersonal relationships and ,skrealization that aspirate n is an essential
part of the self-other concept In almost all cases, the leading character in a
story makes an effort to adhere to standards of family affection. kindness,
nonestycooperation. pride in country, responsibility, courage, and kind-
ness to animals 'Relatonships among peers and between parents and
children were revealed

174 Woodyard, Mary Ann. "The Effects of Teaching Black Literature to a Ninth
Grade. Class in a Negro High School. in Picayune, Mississippi."
University of Tennessee, 1970 University Microfilm No 71.-17,786:
109 pp

Subiects were students in two ninth grade literature classes with 30
students each One of the classes was taught .material from the state
adopted text. the other was taught a collection of black literature. The con-
cluslons were 1) the kind of reading ability measured by achieyement tests
is not greatly nCreased or retarded by studying black literature instead of
the state. text; 2) the self-concept or self-esteem of black students may be
enhanced by studying bled< literature, and 3) textbook publishers'Would
be Justified in giving wider recognition to black writers and material about
blacks

175 Worley, Stinson Ezell. "The Relationship between Developmental Task
Situations and Children's Interests in Stories.' North Texas State
College, 1961 University Microfilm No.61-6208. 188 pp.

The study's three subprOlo4ems were to determine the developmental value
of certain stories found in the textbook readers, to determine the general
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ed interests of children in stories, and to compare the general
sed interests of the children in the stories wifh the develop-

ue of the stories It was found that the stories appeared to
e on situations thought by adults to be important for children.
cted middle-class attitudes -toward the development of inde-

honesty loyalty, affection for adults, bravery, courage, and
p The importance/51 the male role was strongly emphasized to
t that girl readers may be lacking an opportunity to identify with
ate feminine. roles Factors other than developmental value de-
the general reading interest of middle-grade children in stories.

er.,when children stated what incident they liked best in_ a story. they
ed story situations in which characters were solving developmental
Responses of sex groups and reading ability groups were not

canny different

Robert Stanley. The Sophistication of Rpading Interests as Related
o Selected Personality Factors and Certain Other Characteristics of
High School Students Unive-c54 Connecticut, 1968 University
Microfilm No 69-2199

care was developed to measure sophistication-of reading interests and
standardized test was used to measure personality factors Students in
ades nine through twelve served as subjects. When considered in com-
nation personality variables were not significantly related to sophistica-

on of reading interests. but sex. age, la and reading achievement were
When personality factors were considered singly, benevolence was related
to sophistication of reading interests for the total population and conformity
was signiftcantly related for the male population. Sex. IQ, and reefing
achievement. considered singly, were significantly related but age. was
not The correlation of a single factor or 'combination of factors with the so-
phistication of reading interests was not high enough, however, to be useful
in predicting the level of sophistication

7 Ziegler, Carlos Ray. The Image of the Physically Handicapped in
Children's Literature.- Temple University, 1971 University Microfilm
No 71-26.537

Forty-seven children s ictional books from 1940-1969 were selected for
analysis Each book had at least one physically handicapped character.
Children s fictional books on the physically handicapped appear to reflect
physically handicapped children achieving greater independence from
adults When there are physically handicapped adults, children seem to be
more involved in giving directions to the adults: The books show increased
affection between children and handicapped children of elementar'y
school age. when comparisons are made between books of the earliest pe-
riod Ind those of later periods. The children's books also reflect increes-
inglylhonest criticism by other -children of the handicapped child's be:.
havior The books reflecting a specific type of physical handicap are
increasingly diverse and appear to show a more realistic: society than
earlier books showed
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Part 2

JOURNAL ARTICLES

This section contains a bibliography of reports of research in children's litera-
ture published in journals from 1965 -1974. Journal reports of doctoral disserta-
tions are not included here; Part 1 gives the reference to each original doctoral
study and provides an abstract of the study. The journals listed in this section
should be available in any sizable college library or resetarch collection.

F

178 Aaron, Ifa E., et al. "Reading Achievement in a Sumnier Reading
PrograM," Elementary English, 44 (December 1967), 875-877.

179 Abel, Midge B. -:'American Indian Life as Portrayed in Children's Litera-
ture," Elementary English, 50 (February 1973), 202-208.

180 Algra, ,CeCelia, and James Fillbrandt. "Book Selection Patterns Amqng
High School Students," Journal of Reading, 14 (December 1970), 157-
162

181 Andresen, Oliver. The Significance of Profundity in Literary Apprecia-
tion," Reading Research Quarterly, 5 (Fall 1969), 1.00-119.

182 Antley, Elizabeth Martin, and Ann L. Fluitt. "Socioeconomic Differences
in Reading Interests," in J. Allen Figurei (Ed.), Vistas in Reading, 1966
Proceedings, Volume 11, Part 1. Newark, Delaware: international Read-
ing Association, 1967,342-345.

183. Ashley, L. F. "Children's Reading Interests and l-ndividulized Reading,"
Elementary English, 47 (December 1970), 1088-1096.

184. Ashley, L. F: "Curious Company; Smile Juvenile Heroes, 1840-1940," E/e-
mentary English, 47 (March 1970), 356-360.'

185 Barrett, C. Patricia, and G. V. Barrett. "Enjoyment of Stories in terms df
Role Identification," PerCeptuaand Motor Skills, 23 (1966), 1164..

186 Barrilleaux, Louis- E. :Textbook and Library Usage in JUnior High
Science," Journal of Reading, 11 (December 1967), 192-200.

187. Bateman, Robin. "Children and Humorous Literature," School Librarian,
15 (July 1967): 153-156.

188. Beaven, Mary Ht "Responses of Adolescents to Feminine Characters in
Literature," Research in the Teaching of English, 6 (Spring 1972), 48-
68.

189. Blatt, Gloria 17. "Mexican-Americians in Children's Literature," Elementary
English, 45 (April .1968), 446-451-
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190 'Blount, Nathan S. The Effect of S lected Junior Novels And Selected
Adult Novels on Student Attitude toward the 'Ideal' Novel," Journal of
Educational Research, 59 (Dece er 1965), 179-182.

191 Brand, J. "Effect of Highly Ag ve Content in Comic Books on Seventh
Grade Children," Graduate Research in Education, 4 (Fall 1969), 46-
61

192. Buchanan, E. "Children's Choice;" New Library World, 73 (November
1971), 127-129.

193. Burris, Miriam. "Japan in Children's Fiction," Elementary English, 43
(January 1966), 29-38.

194 Chiu, Lian-Hwang. "Reading Preferences of Fourth Grade Children Re-
lated to Sex and Reading Ability," Journal of Educational Research, 66
(April 1973), 369-373.

195 Cohen, Sol. ."Minority Stereotypes in Children's Literature: The Bobbsey
Twins, 1904-1968,"Educational Forum, 34 (November 1969), 119-125.

4
196 Consuelo, Sr. Mary. "What Do .First Graders Like to Read?" Catholic

School Journal, 67 (February 1967); 42-43.
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